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Abstract

This dissertation investigates a novel semi-active vibration control with Serial-Stiffness-
Switch-System (4S) based on vibration energy harvesting.

On the basis of the vibration reduction performance analysis for a passive and a semi-
active switching system, the problem in the present vibration control systems is stated
and 4S concept is consequently put forward. In order to examine its performance, 4S
in open loop control is analyzed firstly and the equivalent stiffness and natural fre-
quency of the switching system are derived. Following is the analysis for 4S in closed
loop control. A velocity zero-crossing switching law based on vibration energy harvest-
ing is used for vibration reduction. This is numerically validated under a harmonic
disturbance. Afterwards, vibration energy harvesting limit is analyzed.

An experimental validation on this novel vibration control strategy is then presented
and a rotational test rig is developed. The test rig uses two ring-arranged electromagnet-
plates together with an armature-shaft as two mechanical switches to achieve the con-
nection or disconnection of two spiral springs to or from a primary plate. The vibration
energy harvesting and vibration reduction performance of 4S are tested on this exper-
imental system.

Apart from a harmonic disturbance, a nonzero initial velocity vibration is also consid-
ered. To improve vibration reduction performance in this case, a new switching law is
proposed. By means of phase plane, the transient and steady chattering response of
4S are analyzed. The switching law enables a fast transformation of initial vibration
energy into potential energy equally stored in two springs. This is numerically and
experimentally validated. Additionally, a harmonic disturbance is also exerted on the
new switching law. The results show that 4S has a better positioning performance
than that for the velocity zero-crossing switching law.

Finally, 4S is further applied for shock isolation. The maximum displacement response
reduction during shock and the residual vibration suppression after shock are numer-
ically validated. Moreover, the effect of several design parameters of 4S on the shock
isolation performance is investigated as well.





Kurzfassung

Diese Dissertation untersucht eine neuartige semi-aktive Schwingungsteuerung mit
einem seriellen-Steifigkeit-Schalter-System (4S) basierend auf der Speicherung von Sch-
wingungsenergie.

Auf Basis der Schwingungsreduktionsanalyse für ein passives und ein semi-aktives
Schaltsystem werden Probleme vorhandener Schwingungsteuerungssystemen aufgezeigt
und durch das 4S Konzept gelöst. Um seine Leistungsfähigkeit zu untersuchen, wird
zunächst 4S im offenen Regelkreis analysiert und die äquivalente Steifigkeit und Eigen-
frequenz des Schaltsystems abgeleitet. Es folgt die Analyse für 4S im geschlossenen
Regelkreis. Zur Schwingungsreduzierung wird ein Geschwindigkeits-Nulldurchgangs
Schaltgesetz verwendet, das auf der Gewinnung von Schwingungsenergie basiert. Dies
wird unter einer harmonischen Störung numerisch validiert. Anschließend werden
Grenzen der Energiespeicherung analysiert.

Es folgt eine experimentelle Validierung dieser neuartigen Strategie zur Schwingungss-
teuerung vorgestellt und ein drehender Prüfstand entwickelt. Der Prüfstand verwendet
zwei ringförmig angeordnete Elektromagnetplatten zusammen mit einer Ankerwelle als
zwei mechanische Schalter, um die Verbindung oder Trennung von zwei Spiralfedern
mit einem Lastträgheitsmoment zu erreichen. Die Speicherung von Schwingungsen-
ergie und die Schwingungsreduktion werden auf diesem Versuchssystem getestet.

Neben einer harmonischen Störung wird auch eine Anfangsgeschwindigkeit ungleich
Null berücksichtigt. Um in diesem Fall die Schwingungsreduktion zu verbessern,
wird ein neues Schaltgesetz vorgeschlagen. Mit Hilfe der Phasenebene wird das tran-
siente und stationär Ratterverhalten von 4S analysiert. Das Schaltgesetz ermöglicht
eine schnelle Umwandlung der anfänglichen kinetischen Energie, die in beiden Federn
zu gleichen Teilen gespeichert wird. Dies ist numerisch und experimentell validiert.
Zusätzlich wird einer harmonischen Störung an dem neuen Schaltgesetz getestet, das
ein besseres Positionierverhalten als das Geschwindigkeits-Nulldurchgangs Schaltgesetz
aufweist.



vi

Schließlich wird 4S zur Schockisolierung eingesetzt. Die maximale Reduzierung des
Überschwingens des Wegs beim Schock und die Reduktion der Restschwingungen nach
dem Schock werden numerisch validiert. Darüber hinaus wird auch der Einfluss ver-
schiedener Designparameter von 4S auf das Isolationsverhalten untersucht.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1. State of the Art

1.1.1. Vibration Control

Vibration, which generally performs oscillation around a balance position, is a common
motion phenomenon occurring in nature and human lives. Sometimes high levels of
vibration can be beneficial and desirable, from small equipment such as a loudspeaker
to large machines such as tamping machines, vibrating conveyors, and sieves. But
mostly, vibration is unwanted due to creating uncomfortable noise, wasting energy,
causing mechanical wear, structural fatigue, and resulting in an increased danger.
Therefore, vibration control has been extensively studied by researchers. Vibration
control is understood here as vibration reduction to decrease unwanted oscillations in
a protected structure. Generally, this is achieved by a compact connection element
consisting of a spring, a damper or together with a mass. A fundamental introduction
to vibration control is documented in [1], p. 479.

Vibration Control Object

Different mechanical structure configurations among a vibration source, a protected
payload, a vibration control element, and vibration transmission path, result in three
types of vibration control, namely, vibration isolation, vibration suppression, and vi-
bration absorption see [2] p. 5.

Vibration isolation happens when a vibration control element, namely an isolator,
is designed for the connection between a vibration source and a protected structure
in order to isolate the vibration source from the system of interest. This is further
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categorized as source isolation and receiver isolation. The former refers to a vibration
source and surrounding environment such as ground and force transmissibility is taken
into consideration as depicted in Fig. 1.1(a). The external force F acting on mass m
denotes a vibration source. The spring k, and damping d make up a vibration isolator.
The force transmissibility Fc/F is to assess the source isolation performance. The
latter is related to a base excitation denoted by x0, ẋ0, and a sensitive structure m as
shown in Fig. 1.1(b). Vibration isolation performance is characterized by the motion
transmissibility x/x0 or ẋ/ẋ0. The transmissibility property is strongly decided by the
frequency ratio of the external disturbance frequency Ω to system natural frequency
ω0, ω0 =

√
k/m, and system damping ratio D = d/(2

√
km).

dk

m

F

x

(a)

Fc

dk

m

(b)

x

Vibration 
  Isolator

x0

Figure 1.1.: The models for vibration isolation systems. (a) Source isolation; (b) Re-
ceiver isolation.

Vibration absorption is realized by a vibration absorber or a tuned vibration
absorber, consisting of a reaction mass ma, a spring ka together with an appropri-
ate damping da, graphically depicted in Fig. 1.2. A vibration absorber, framed by a
dotted line, is hung on a protected payload m, whose operation frequency meets the
resonant frequency of the vibration absorber. The corresponding theory, various design
configurations and applications have been documented in [3, 4].

ma
Vibration 
Absorber

m

dk
x

xa
F

daka

Figure 1.2.: The model for a vibration absorption system.

Vibration suppression is to remove an external disturbance directly acting on a
protected payload. This usually occurs through state feedback control as graphically
illustrated by 1.3. An actuator u acts on the protected payload m responding to
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Feedback Control Unit. This results in that the protected payload m does not suffer
from an external disturbance F and is able to stay around a demand position [2].

dk

m

F

x

u
  Feedback
Control Unit

Figure 1.3.: The model for an active vibration suppression system.

Vibration Control Method

Apart from the above classification of vibration reduction principles, following is an-
other classification of vibration control, depending on whether or not external power
or information is needed. Vibration control is mainly referred to four vibration control
systems, i.e. passive, semi-active, active and hybrid systems, which have been studied
in the past decades [5].

Passive control is the oldest vibration control method, receiving no external energy or
information, the corresponding theory is well documented, see [6]. A passive system
shows the advantages of simple structure, low cost, being stable and high reliability,
but also proves to be disappointed due to not being able to adjust the structural
parameters with the vibration change over time and optimize the design for varying
excitation frequencies [7]. Generally, there exist linear and nonlinear passive systems.
A linear passive system has a fixed system parameter such as fixed stiffness. A nonlinear
passive systems has a variable stiffness, which can compensate disadvantage of a linear
passive system to some way, see [8].

Active control uses a device, in other words, an actuator driven by external energy
and control information to provide an additional vibration path to flexibly and quickly
adapt the time-variation of an external disturbance for vibration reduction. This device
is able to directly add or dissipate mechanical energy in an active control system. In
particular, an input of equal amplitude and opposite phase is generated and combined
with the primary vibration, thus resulting in the cancellation of both vibrations [9, 10].
According to Preumont [11], p. 6, semi-active devices cannot input energy directly in
the system being controlled. This important prerequisite ensures that variations of the
system parameter do not lead to parametric excitation. This is usually not considered
properly in literature, when using the term semi-active. It has demonstrated greater
performance than that of a passive control system and is used as one effective approach
to suppress unwanted vibrations in different applications [12]. However, relatively high
power, cost, complexity and instability of the system cast active vibration control into
shade.

Since passive and active vibration control have their own advantages and disadvantages,
both of them are combined into what is called hybrid vibration control. The hybrid
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vibration control system can be used over a wide frequency range, reduces the needed
external energy compared to a purely active system and still achieves some vibration
reduction if the active control element fails. However, the risk of instability created
by the active element and the degradation over time owing to detuning of the passive
element still exist in system [13]. Apart from the hybrid control related to passive
and active control, there also exist the ones consisting of passive and semi-active or
active and semi-active control. For example, the hybrid control based on passive plus
semi-active control is proposed in [14] in order to enlarge the working frequency range.
Khan et al. [15] developed a hybrid combination of active and semi-active control for
vibration suppression in order to enable a semi-active magneto-rheological damper to
work as close to a fully active device as possible.

Semi-active vibration control uses a device with controllable properties to achieve vari-
able system parameters such as stiffness and damping with a low external power sup-
ply. This kind of device does not provide an additional vibration path to directly react
against an external disturbance for vibration reduction. So a semi-active vibration
control device, differing from active control, will not directly increase or decrease the
mechanical energy of the system and can be seen as a passive device with controllable
properties [9, 10]. According to Preumont [11], p. 6, semi-active devices cannot input
energy directly in the system being controlled. This important prerequisite ensures
that variations of the system parameter do not lead to parametric excitation. This is
usually not considered properly in literature, when using the term semi-active. Adjust-
ing system parameters based on the measured state feedback signals enables a larger
work frequency range and more flexibility obviously. What’s more, if a control system
fails, a semi-active control mode can still work in a passive case to some extent [16].
Different vibration control systems can be grouped as shown in Fig. 1.4.

Vibration Control System

Passive System

 Linear 
Passive 
     

Nonlinear 
  Passive 
     

Semi-active System Active System Hybrid System

Variable 
Stiffness 
      

Variable 
Damping  
        

Variable 
   Mass  

Passive
     + 
 Active  
        

     Passive
          + 
 Semi-active  
        

     Active
          + 
 Semi-active  
        

Figure 1.4.: Different vibration control systems.

Variable Stiffness Systems

Through the literature reviewing, it is not difficult to find that the system stiffness plays
an important role on vibration control. For instance, if the disturbance frequency is
larger than the natural frequency of a vibration control system, vibration isolation
works well. If not, an amplified vibration response is produced on a primary structure,
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see [17]. In the case of shock isolation, a damping device can transmit large force to the
primary structure because in traditional dampers high velocity corresponds with high
reaction forces, but this will not occur in a stiffness device. Bobrow et al. [18] utilized
a variable stiffness device in an automotive suspension system, where the force trans-
mitted through a conventional damper is more than an order of magnitude higher
than the force transmitted through the variable stiffness device. In overcoming the
compromise between minimizing the shock transmission through an isolator and min-
imizing the static deflection, a variable stiffness system also performs well, see [19]. A
tuned vibration absorber with variable stiffness allows vibration reduction against ex-
ternal disturbances with different frequencies and resting in a better primary structure
response than a passive stiffness counterpart, see [20]. Compared with passive stiff-
ness systems, variable stiffness systems, showing more flexibility in shifting the system
frequency for vibration control, have attracted a lot of researchers.

In fact, variable stiffness systems exist in many engineering areas. For instance, in
a microelectromechanical system (MEMS) they are used in a variety of applications
such as radio-frequency mechanical filters, energy harvesters, atomic force microscopy,
vibration detection sensors, and so on, see [21]. When designing micro-scale tactile
probes, a design trade-off must be made between their stiffness and flexibility, which
needs variable stiffness probing systems, see [22]. In robotics field, a variable stiffness
actuator, consisting of motor, sensor and spring, is useful for the compliant, robust
and dexterous control of different robots [23]. However, variable stiffness systems are
limited to vibration reduction applications in this thesis. These systems have been
widely studied in mechanical engineering [24], seismic and civil engineering [25, 26],
aerospace and aviation [27, 28], vehicle systems [29–31], and so on. More infomation
about variable stiffness design and application is documented by Winthrop [32].

Variable stiffness exists not only in a semi-active system as shown in Fig. 1.4, but also in
a nonlinear passive and an active system. A semi-active variable stiffness system uses a
device with controllable properties to achieve variable stiffness. Reversely, a nonlinear
passive system is not controllable and uses a high static and low dynamic property of a
nonlinear elastic element to achieve stiffness variation. In these systems, nonlinearity is
not easy to model and analyze. Generally, an active system uses an actuator to directly
drive a protected payload to react against an external disturbance, but in some cases
the used actuator drives several elastic elements in a geometrical configuration, which
support the protected payload, and their configuration geometry deformation results
in a variable stiffness. This should be seen as an active variable stiffness, because the
actuator adds mechanical energy to the system to some extent. However, this kind of
stiffness variation has been also wrongly defined as semi-active variation stiffness [33].
To the authors knowledge through the literature reviewing, there does not exist an
obvious classification for a semi-active and an active variable stiffness. Therefore, this
thesis will not clearly distinguish whether a variable stiffness belongs to a semi-active
or an active variable stiffness.
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1.1.2. Variable Stiffness Systems for Vibration Control

Modeling for Variable Stiffness Mechanism

System stiffness can be varied continuously or discretely. A variable stiffness vibration
control system can be graphically simplified as in Fig. 1.5. F is taken as an external
disturbance and m1 stands for a protected payload. x1 is the displacement of the
payload in Fig. 1.5(a), (b) and (c) and x2 is the displacement of connection point.
The arrow through the spring in Fig. 1.5(a) implies a spring with selectable stiffnesses.
Continuous variable stiffness means that system stiffness is able to achieve an arbitrary

k(u)

F

m1

(b)

x1

(a)

s1

m1

x1

F

F

s1

s2

k1

k2

m1

x1

x2

(c)

k1
k2

Figure 1.5.: Simplified representation for a variable stiffness system. (a) Continuous
variable stiffness; (b) Parallel stiffness switching system; (c) Serial stiffness
switching system.

variation within a range based on the state feedback signals. The system behavior can
be given by Eq. 1.1, according to Fig. 1.5(a).

F = k(u)x , k(u) ∈ [kmin, kmax] (1.1)

where kmin and kmax are the minimum and maximum system stiffness, respectively and
u is the control input. For a switched stiffness, namely, discrete stiffness, variable stiff-
ness systems use two or more stiffness states to achieve vibration control. In between
stiffness switching events, the system can be taken as a passive system. As an example,
the two-stiffness systems are taken into consideration. They can be categorized into
two cases and simply depicted as in Fig. 1.5(a), (b) and (c). The first case is that only
two stiffness states are chosen in a continuous variable stiffness system for example, k1

and k2. The other is a variable stiffness system with only two springs as depicted in
Fig. 1.5(b), a parallel spring pair and (c), a serial spring pair. If two stiffness states
are realized by a variable stiffness system as shown in Fig. 1.5(b) or (c), a mechanical
switch, namely, a clamping device is applied to realize the connection or disconnection
of a spring to or away from the payload m1.

It is not difficult to see that switched stiffness is an alternative to a continuous vari-
able stiffness. So in the following documented devices, there does not exist an obvious
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boundary between switched stiffness and continuous variable stiffness. From the de-
velopment in the last decades, variable stiffness devices are mainly realized by two
methods. One is smart material-based devices and the other is related to common
mechanical elements including mechanical spring, beam, hydraulic/pneumatic spring,
and so on.

Smart Material-based Variable Stiffness Devices

A smart material-based device is achieved by changing smart material physical prop-
erties such as elastic modulus E. In this method, these materials are generally excited
by an external energy field such as electric field, magnetic field and thermal field and
so on, as shown in Fig. 1.6. The energy field intensity is decided by a system state
feedback signal. Examples of such materials include piezo material, Magnetorheolog-
ical Elastomer (MRE), Shape Memory Alloy (SMA), and Magnetostrictive material.
In some cases, smart materials can be combined with another material to make up a
composite structure.

  Smart
Material

  Electric Field
 Magnetic Field
  Thermal Field

Variable 
Stiffness

k(E)

......

Figure 1.6.: Smart material-based stiffness variation.

Piezoelectric material-based variable stiffness devices

Piezoelectric material shows not only the direct piezoelectric effect (electric voltage
produced under external mechanical strain), but also the reverse piezoelectric effect
(mechanical deformation produced under external electric voltage). As such, piezoelec-
tric materials can build up an actuator or a power source, which result in two different
stiffness variation methods for vibration control, namely, a piezoelectric shunt-based
variable stiffness devices and an active piezoelectric actuator-based device.

A: Piezo shunt-based variable stiffness devices A piezo shunt circuit acts as a medium
to extract structural vibration energy from a primary structure. When the structure
deforms under an external disturbance, a piezo element, or in other words, a piezo
transducer, bonded to the primary structure, also strains and will convert a portion
of structural vibration energy into electrical energy. By shunting the piezo transducer
to an electrical shunt circuit, the induced electrical energy can be partly dissipated.
This method was originally proposed by Hagood et al. [34]. During the shunting
process, a desired mechanical strain of the piezo transducer results in an electrical
impedance dependent stiffness variation. Different types of shunt circuits consisting of
resistor, inductance and capacity can result in different stiffness variation principles,
see [35]. However, it is pointed out that a switching capacity shunt circuit can realize
a variable stiffness device but a switching resistor/inductor shunt circuit is not strictly
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a pure variable stiffness device and can be only considered as a frequency-dependent
variable stiffness one, because an electrical element, resistor or inductor, corresponds
to a mechanical element, damping or mass.

In theory, one can continuously vary electrical elements such as resistors, capacity in
the circuit and then obtain a continuous variable stiffness system, which has been
already under a lot of investigations, see [34, 36, 37]. An alternative is to simply
switch between two stiffness states. Such a configuration for switching stiffness is
to operate between an open and a short circuit, which leads to the maximum and
minimum system stiffness, see [38]. Clark et al. [39] put forward that a piezo shunt
works better if the on-off stiffness variation can be achieved by a resistive shunt instead
of a pure short circuit. In that research, a cantilevered beam with an attached piezo
layer was developed. It is experimentally verified that a layered beam can reach a
stiffness variation by a factor of 2, if the piezo material is operated in d33 mode.

B: Active piezo actuator-based variable stiffness devices Apart from piezo shunt-based
variable stiffness devices, an active piezo actuator is also utilized for stiffness variation.
In this method, for example, a piezo patch is attached onto a primary structure.
Different mechanical deformations of the piezo patch, produced by a required voltage
resulting from a feedback controller, lead to a stiffness variation, see [40]. Considering
the sensing principle of piezo materials, an integrated smart variable stiffness device, a
viscoelastic shear layer sandwiched between two layers of a piezo sensor and actuator
is widely investigated. A beam structure in [41, 42] and a flat plate structure in [43]
are documented, respectively. The piezo patch is stretched or contracted to change the
shear deformation of viscoelastic layer and results in the system stiffness variation.

SMA-based Variable Stiffness Devices

SMA is capable of remembering its original shape and working during two transforma-
tion phases, a low temperature martensitic phase and a high temperature austenitic
phase. During this process, its mechanical properties such as elastic modulus and yield
stress change significantly, which can be applied to a variable stiffness design [44]. Dif-
ferent vibration control applications with variable stiffness built up from SMA are
documented, see [45, 46]. For instance, a stiffness variation ratio greater than 2.5 was
achieved over a narrow temperature range in [44] and the ratio reaches 4.5 in [46].
Williams et al. [47] pointed out that continuous control of the SMA elastic modulus
is difficult when temperature is the only control input. Therefore, an on-off actuation
mode of SMA elements is applied and four discrete frequencies for a tuned vibration
absorber, namely, four stiffness, are produced in that research.

The variable stiffness devices based on SMA, although simple in design and inexpensive,
still encounter the problem of thermal transformation hysteresis. In contrast to SMA
counterparts, the change of SMP (Shape Memory Polymer) physical properties due
to glass transition does not show hysteresis upon heating and cooling. Moreover,
the change can reach an order of magnitude higher than SMA. Therefore, several
variable stiffness devices built up from both SMA and SMP are designed for vibration
absorption, where SMA serves as a heating source and strucutural support, and SMP
plays a stiffness variation role, see [48, 49]. In [48], a cantilevered beam fabricated
from SMA core and SMP sleeves was employed as a variable stiffness spring of a tuned
vibration absorber. A frequency variation of 45% is experimentally obtained. Lee et
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al. [49] proposed a helical spring structure with SMA wires enclosed in SMP sleeves
and documented that a 61.6% change in a systems natural frequency is achieved with
a control current of 1.6 A.

MRE-based variable stiffness devices

MRE belongs to the MR material family and is a solid counterpart to magnetorheo-
logical fluids (MRF). Exposed to a magnetic field, MRE exhibits a magnetorheological
effect, showing a field-dependent physical property, e.g. a tunable elastic modulus
and damping [50, 51]. Therefore, MRE can be applied to a variable stiffness device,
see [52–54]. A tuned vibration absorber build up of two-layered MRE is developed
in [53] and it is experimentally proved that the natural frequency of the absorber is
able to change from 55 Hz to 82 Hz. Meanwhile, Deng et al. [53] proposed a more
compact vibration absorber, whose natural frequency varies from 27.5 Hz to 40 Hz.
Liao et al. [54] developed a vibration absorber based on a multi-layered MRE, where
a low natural frequency less than 10 Hz is achievable.

Apart from a tunable vibration absorber, MRE is also applied to a vibration isolator
with a variable stiffness property. Liao et al. [55] developed a tunable stiffness and
damping vibration isolator built up from MRE, where four MRE elements are used.
Experimental results indicate that this isolator outperforms its passive counterparts
by a significant reduction of the payload response around the resonant frequency. Li et
al. [56] demonstrated a MRE-based vibration isolator with highly adjustable stiffness.
It allows a remarkable change of the isolators stiffness up to 16.3 %, which is very helpful
for the implementation of an adaptive seismic isolation system. A MRE isolator for
a seat suspension system is documented in [57]. It is experimentally validated that
the stiffness of the isolator at a control current of 3 A is about three times as large as
without an electrical field.

Magnetostrictive material-based variable stiffness devices

The elastic modulus of magnetostrictive material can be also controlled by an external
magnetic field. Therefore, a variable stiffness spring is also available by means of
magnetostrictive materials. In [58], tuning magnetic field realizes a stiffness variation of
10.86%. Scheidler et al. [59] proposed a variable stiffness spring with magnetostrictive
material, owning a continuous modulus variation range. The change of the modulus
amplitude and frequency, produced by a harmonic current, can reach 21.9 GPa and 500
Hz, respectively. Note, that the force exerted on the ends of the spring, also enables a
stiffness variation to some extent.

Composite beam-based variable stiffness devices

A composite beam described here is a multilayer-material sandwiched structure. Gen-
erally, it consists of a constant stiffness material layer and a variable elastic modulus
material layer, whose elastic modulus is able to change in response to an applied en-
ergy field, see [60]. Therefore, this type of composite beam supplies a possibility for
a variable stiffness configuration. In [61], a composite beam with ERF is proposed.
It is experimentally proven that the modulus of the composite beam increases with
the electric field strength. Rajamohan et al. [62] developed a MRF layer sandwiched
device. It enables the natural frequency variation by a factor of 15% and is applied
for vibration suppression. In [63, 64], a composite beam filled with SMP is presented.
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In an experiment, using two different polymer layer thicknesses and beam lengths, the
stiffness of the beam at a low temperature is from two to four times greater than that
at a high temperature.

Mechanical Structure-based Variable Stiffness Devices

Variable stiffness devices using a adaptive mechanical structure consisting of common
elements have some advantages of good stability, long life and easily available materials.
So smart mechanical structure-based variable stiffness devices have also been under a
lot of investigation.

Mechanical geometry change is a common technique for the production of variable
stiffness devices. Each geometry side represents an elastic element. The deformation
of the mechanical geometry driven by an electromechanical actuator leads to a variable
stiffness with respect to a deformation angle θ, as shown in Fig. 1.7. There exist
different configurations based on the number of geometry sides. As an example, a
four-spring and two-spring configuration are depicted in in Fig. 1.7.

Mechanical Geometry Change-based Variable Stiffness Devices

         Changing Mechanical Geometry

......

Variable
Stiffness

k(θ)

θ θ

Figure 1.7.: Mechanical geometry change-based stiffness variation.

A: Two-spring configuration Utilizing an actuator, e.g. a stepper motor, to change
the separation distance between two leaf springs allows stiffness variation in a tun-
able vibration absorber, see [65]. This device can be applied for the minimization of
the transient vibration in start-up and shut-down conditions of engines and pumps.
Similarly the devices, consisting of two beams supporting two absorber masses and
connected to a primary structure, are also proposed in [66–68]. Through the curvature
change of each beam, the system stiffness variation is realized. In these devices, the
absorber mass is fixed to the leaf springs or curved beams and can not move through
them. Hill et al. [69] proposed a double-mass absorber, which allows two masses being
supported by two rods on the opposite ends. One of rods is threaded and can rotate,
the other is smooth, which enables two masses to move in or out. As a result, variable
stiffness is achievable through tuning the distance between two masses. Similar struc-
tures are also documented in [70, 71]. In [70], a stepper motor is incorporated into a
mass, which creates the mass motion control. Mirsanei et al. [71] used a slider crank
controlled by a servo motor to connect two masses. Through the deformation motion
of the slider crank, the distance between two masses is changed, which results in a
variable stiffness. In [72], two lateral springs are fixed to each side of a shaft, respec-
tively and the distance between two fixed points determines the stiffness variation of
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the device. This device is applied to vibration absorption and experimentally proven
to have a large tuned frequency range.

B: Four-spring configuration Varadarajan and Nagarajaiah et.al [33, 73–76] demon-
strated a variable stiffness device consisting of four springs in a planar rhombus con-
figuration. By means of a linear electromechanical actuator together with a special
instantaneous frequency control algorithm, a varying stiffness is effectively achievable.
A nonlinear stiffness variation can be realized by the deformation angle θ as shown
in Fig. 1.7 and a softening or even negative stiffness would be produced at a larger
relative displacment vibration. Fateh et al. [77] presented a variable stiffness bracing
system comprising four nonlinear steel leaf springs and owning a large stiffness range.
This system can alter its stiffness based on the input displacement and protects build-
ings against severe vibration and ground movement in seismic vibration control. It is
numerically evaluated and proven to be effective.

C: Other springs configuration Apart from the above configurations, Nagaya [78] pro-
posed a single beam together with a mass structure, which is connected to a ball screw
with a movable support. The motion of ball screw creates a variable effective beam
length acting on payload, which results in the system stiffness variation. Based on
the single-rhombus spring configuration, Rafieipour et al. [79] demonstrated a fold-
ing variable stiffness device related to multi-rhombus mechanism made of beams and
pinned connections. The effective stiffness of the device in the vertical direction is
related to the geometry of the device and the mechanical properties of each element.
This device is applied to a tunable mass damper and characterized remarkably by its
stiffness change capability through an infinite low change of the distance between its
supports. It is experimentally shown that an effective vibration suppression can be
achieved using this device compared with a passive counterpart.

Apart from the mechanical geometry, changing the number of active spring coils di-
rectly to realize variable stiffness is also documented. In [80], a variable stiffness device
is achieved by a helical spring and a series of plates, whose tapered edges protrude are
arranged among the coils of the spring. Moving the plates towards or away from the
spring leads to a change in the number of active spring coils. As a result, the spring
will be stiffened or softened. This device works as a vibration absorber for a vehicle
suspension system. In [81], a bi-helical spring with a mechanical arm that engages or
disengages the spring coils was proposed.

Mechanical Switch-based Variable Stiffness Device

Mechanical switch-based variable stiffness devices use high and low stiffness states,
which are generally realized by elastic elements together with mechanical switches as
shown in Fig. 1.8. A mechanical switch is in fact a kind of friction-based clamping
device. Here, as an example, a piezo actuator is arranged between two cantilevers to
work as a mechanical switch. Elastic elements represent common mechanical springs
k here. Two stiffness states k(s) can be produced through the releasing and clamping
action of the mechanical switch denoted by s.

Mechanical friction-based switched variable stiffness device Onoda et al. [27] devel-
oped a variable stiffness member structure, consisting of a piezo actuator, a variable-
length member and an outer element. The actuator is installed inside the member.
The clamping or releasing of the member and the outer element is realized by the
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Figure 1.8.: Mechanical switch-based stiffness variation.

power on-off state of the actuator. As a result, the axial stiffness of the member can be
varied. This device together with a control logic is applied to the vibration suppression
of a truss structure. Yong et al. [28] documented a smart spring device, mainly con-
sisting of two parallel springs and a piezo actuator-based clamping device like Fig. 1.8,
applied for vibration reduction in helicopter blade. It is experimentally verified that
the variable stiffness device is capable of suppressing multiple harmonic components
in rotor vibration. Irie et al. [82, 83] proposed a switched stiffness device using an
electromagnetic clutch to connect or disconnect an additional mechanical spring to or
away from a primary structure for vibration isolation in a seismic environment.

Valve-control-cylinder-based switched variable stiffness device In [84], two controllable
MRF dampers are placed in series with two springs and in parallel to two springs,
respectively. The switched stiffness can be achieved through the dampers on-off states.
Similar switched variable stiffness devices are also developed in [85, 86]. Greiner-Petter
et al. [87] and Silge et al. [88] built a switched fluid mechanism, which uses two serial
MRF dampers and two serial springs with different stiffness. This system can provide
four different stiffness through the on-off state configuration of two fluids dampers.
In [89], a variable stiffness and variable damping device, consisting of a MRF fluid
damper with two springs, is proposed for shock absorption. Adjusting the dampers
intensity in four discrete levels achieves the stiffness variation.

Apart from the use of MRF dampers together with mechanical springs, a valve-
controlled hydraulic cylinder device is developed to manipulate system stiffness in [25,
90], where a cylinder piston is connected to a protected primary structure. Due to
fluids flowing in a sealed cylinder, it will be stretched easily under an external distur-
bance acting on the primary structure. So as to avoid the fluids stretching, a resetting
rule for the fulids for a short time is used to take to release the stored potential energy.
As a result, the system stiffness can be taken to be variable during the short potential
energy releasing time phase, see [91]. Bobrow et al. [92–94] used this device for shock
isolation. Meanwhile, a variable stiffness feedback control and resetting control are
analyzed and compared in [94]. It is concluded that a resetting control to manipulate
the system stiffness is more effective than the variable stiffness feedback control. Youn
et al. [29] changed the effective volume by opening and closing the air passages between
main cylinder and two subchambers to obtain three stiffness states.

Force Control-based Variable Stiffness Device
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Apart from a mechanical geometry change or mechanical switch action leading to
stiffness variation, force control is also used to vary system stiffness as shown in Fig. 1.9.
Here a pre-stressed string used as a variable stiffness element is listed as an example.
Preload F changes the tension of the string and further affects the system stiffness.
Since the force change responds to an infinitesimal motion, the system response of
these devices is notably fast.

Variable
Stiffness

k(F)

Mass

String

 Disturbance

F

Figure 1.9.: Force control-based stiffness variation.

Chen et al. [95, 96] put forward a motion control of a large space structure by means
of its in-plane tension variation. The tension of a string-type structure is kept time-
variable, resulting in a time-variable stiffness. Changing the stiffness with a feedback
control law, which is proportional to the string velocity, causes vibration reduction in
the structure. A compressed mesh washer vibration isolator using an SMA actuator
as a preload structure to change the stiffness of the mesh washer isolation material, is
presented in [97, 98]. This device is able to achieve shock attenuation performance in
high frequency range, and avoid vibration amplification in a low frequency range, and
is applied on a launch vehicle.

Antagonistic forces, requiring a string-driven mechanism to be either kinematically
singular or redundantly actuated, are the internal forces in the links of the mechanism.
Antagonistic prestressed structures together with force control enables a system stiff-
ness variation, which has a faster response, see [99, 100]. A tensegrity prism structure
is presented in [101]. This device achieves both translational stiffness and rotational
stiffness variation, which is experimentally validated and suggested to be applied to
vibration isolation. Suzuki et al. [102] used two conic springs, arranged on each side of
a mass, to achieve variable stiffness by means of exerting a different prestress on the
two springs. This device has a good vibration absorption performance. The effective
stiffness of the system linearly depends on the deformation of each conic spring.

Variable Stiffness Switching Laws

The objective of vibration control is to rest a primary structure against undesired vi-
bration effectively. Using two stiffness states not only in a continuous variable stiffness
system but also in a switched stiffness system, allows for ease of vibration control. How
the stiffness switching is operated in a variable stiffness system plays an important role
on vibration control. This section will mainly list the variable stiffness switching laws
developed in the last decades.

Maximization of Vibration Energy Dissipation Switching Law
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The control strategy based on the maximum vibration energy dissipation per vibration
cycle is very famous and originally proposed by Onoda et al. [27] and further improved
in [103]. It can be expressed by

k =

{
kmax , if xẋ > 0
kmin , if xẋ < 0

, (1.2)

where k is the real-time stiffness, kmax and kmin are the maximum and minimum system
stiffness, x and ẋ are the displacement and velocity of a protected payload. The
principle will be explained in Subsection 2.2.1 in detail and a switching stiffness device
can be simply modeled as shown in Figure 1.5(b). Generally, the switching between
the maximum and the minimum stiffness is physically realized through a clamping
device in [27, 28, 84, 104] or smart materials, see [55]. Ledezma-Ramirez et al. [19]
documented that the control logic is applied to shock isolation and can outperform a
linear passive system, if system damping in an vibration isolator is light.

Leitmann et al. [105, 106] proposed a control logic based on Lyapunov stability theory
for vibration attenuation for a continuous variable stiffness. This control strategy
aims to not only accomplish the task of maximizing the vibration energy dissipation,
but also prove the stability of the controlled system. A variable stiffness system is a
kind of variable structure system, so variable structure system control or sliding mode
control, featuring robustness and effectiveness, is ideal for variable stiffness control.
Yang et.al [107] applied a variable stiffness device together with sliding mode control
for vibration isolation on a seismic-excited building. Therein, a full state feedback
controller as well as a special output feedback controller are presented, respectively. In
fact, the latter is proved to be the same as the switching law in Eq. (1.2). Sun et al. [86]
applied a sliding mode controlled switching law to a vehicle suspension system.

Resetting Actuator-based Switching Law

Resetting actuator-based switching law mainly refers to a valve-controlled cylinder
filled with compressible fluids. Earlier, Bobrow et al. [108, 109] derived the resetting
control law based on Lyapunov stability theory, which resets the unstreched length
of the fluids in the cylinder at each moment when the relative velocity across the
damper reaches zero. The resetting action will release the vibration energy stored in
the cylinder, and allow the damper to dissipate a lot of vibration energy in each motion
cycle. More details related to this control logic can be also found in [110]. The system
dynamics can be expressed by

mẍ+ kx+ k1(x− xs) = 0 , (1.3)

where k1 is the hydraulic spring stiffness due to the net effect of compressible fluids,
xs is the unstretched length of the fluids resulting from the vibration of a payload m
and k is a constant stiffness. By opening the bypass valve for a short time and then
closing it, the potential energy stored in the fluids can be transformed into heat. The
resetting control law can be given by

xs = x , if ẋ = 0 . (1.4)

This means that the maximum potential energy stored in cylinder during one vibration
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cycle is released and after a short time, the bypass valve is closed and the system stiff-
ness will reach k+k1 again. This device has been validated for seismic response control
in a six-storey building, see Yang et al. [111] and a three-storey building in [112].

Acceleration-based Switching Law

A simple on-off variable stiffness switching law based on the acceleration of a primary
structure is applied to base isolation in [83], where a desired acceleration threshold
ẍthreshold is set initially. If the acceleration of the primary structure is larger than
the threshold value, an electromagnetic clutch connects an additional device to the
primary structure, and potential energy is stored in the additional device. When
the acceleration amplitude decreases below the threshold, the clutch disconnects the
additional device from the primary structure and the stored potential energy will be
released at once. This control logic can be expressed as

k =

{
kmax , if ẍ > ẍthreshold

kmin , if ẍ < ẍthreshold
. (1.5)

where ẍ is the real-time acceleration of the primary structure and ẍthreshold is the desired
acceleration. In that research, it was experimentally proven that vibration isolation is
realized effectively.

Skyhook Control-based Switching Law

Skyhook control is early proposed for system damping control in [113]. This control
logic based on damping adjustment allows the maximum vibration isolation in a pri-
mary structure and has been well documentd in [7]. Cunefare et al. [114] uses this
control logic in stiffness variation for vibration absorption, as expressed in Eq. (1.6).
This can be physically interpreted that when a force, produced by a vibration absorber,
acts on the primary structure in the opposite direction of base motion, a stiffer spring
removes more energy from the base. Conversely, a softer spring is used when the force
acts in the same motion direction of the primary structure. This leads to less energy
being brought into the primary structure.

k =

{
kmin , if ẋ(ẋabsorber − ẋ) > 0
kmax , if ẋ(ẋabsorber − ẋ) < 0

, (1.6)

where ẋ stands for the velocity of the primary structure and ẋabsorber is the velocity
of the absorbers mass. This switching law does not guarantee a minimized primary
structure motion, see [115]. The operation of an absorber together with this switching
law for vibration absorption of a continuous system such as a beam and a plate, was
considered in that research.

In addition, a switched damping together with Skyhook control can also achieve the
stiffness variation in a combined device including both a spring and a damping. For
instance, Liu et al. [84, 85, 116] proposed a stiffness on-off control based on on-off
controllable damping for vibration isolation in a two-degree-of-freedom system. This
system is experimentally proven to have a better isolation performance than a conven-
tional variable damping system. In this method, two variable dampers are controlled
by the maximum vibration energy dissipation as stated in switching logic (1.2) and
Skyhook control logic, respectively.
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Due to MRE showing that its stiffness and damping increase monotonically with the
increase of magnetic flux density, Opie et al. [30, 117] developed a vibration isolation
device, built up from MRE, together with the Skyhook control-based switching law in
order to minimize the absolute velocity of a primary structure. The switching law can
be given by

k =

{
kmin , if ẋ [P (x− x0) + (ẋ− ẋ0)] 6 0
kmax , if ẋ [P (x− x0) + (ẋ− ẋ0)] > 0

, (1.7)

where x, ẋ stand for the displacement and velocity of the primary structure and x0, ẋ0

are the displacement and velocity of base excitation, respectively. P is a non-negative
coefficient dependent on an accurate model of the vibration isolation device. Exper-
imental results show that the MRE isolation system reduces the absolute velocity of
the primary structure by 30% compared to a passive counterpart.

Switching Law for Variable Stiffness Control with a Piezo Shunt

Differing from vibration energy dissipation realized by mechanical structure, piezo
shunt-based variable stiffness systems utilize an electrical impedance to dissipate vi-
bration energy. How to control the mechanical strain of piezo element and transform a
portion of vibration energy into electrical energy and then discharge through a shunt
circuit will be focused on in this subsection.

A: Maximum Strain-based Switching Law The maximum strain of a piezo transducer
corresponds to the maximum vibration energy transformation. As a result, when the
piezo transducer reaches the maximum mechanical deformation, it will be switched into
a shunt circuit, short- or resistive-circuit (low stiffness) for a short duration and then
discharged completely. Afterwards, the piezo transducer is switched into open circuit
(high stiffness) configuration again. This allows the voltage to be produced further
across the electrodes, until the next displacement extreme occurs [37, 118]. It is obvious
to see that the piezo transducer stays in the high-stiffness state for most of the vibration
cycle, but it is momentarily pulsed to the low-stiffness state to dissipate the stored
energy. In [119–121], the switch is again synchronized with the displacement extreme.
Instead of discharging the piezo transducer, its voltage is quickly inverted via a resonant
network. Compared with the above control logic, this one is the most efficient semi-
passive technique, but its drawback is the need for an external power supply. In order
to solve the needed external power problem, self-powered piezo structural vibration
control systems are documented in [122, 123].

B: State-switched Switching Law Similar to [37], Clark et.al [39] proposed a state-
switched control logic to apply to a shunted piezo transducer to realize vibration en-
ergy dissipation, but the difference from the above stated control logic is that this
method keeps the piezo transducer in each of the high- and low-stiffness states for one
quarter-cycle increment, not most of a vibration cycle. When system is moving away
from equilibrium and kinetic energy is decreasing, the actuator is in an open-circuit
configuration, i.e. high stiffness state, and energy is stored in piezo transducer. When
the system is moving toward equilibrium and needs to receive energy from the piezo
transducer, the transducer will be set to the short-circuit, namely, low stiffness state,
this leads to energy dissipation and therefore, vibration control is achievable. In fact,
this control logic is the same as Maximum vibration energy dissipation-based control
logic.
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1.2. Summary of Literature Review

From the above literature review, it is concluded that

1. Variable stiffness-based vibration control systems have been widely studied for
vibration suppression, vibration isolation, and vibration absorption. Stiffness
variation can be realized by smart material-based devices and special mechanical
structures;

2. Continuous variable stiffness can be controlled by a continuous variable energy
field such as magnetic field, temperature field, or force field, acting on a smart
material-based or a special mechanical structure. Switched stiffness, on one hand,
can be a simple alternative of continuous variable stiffness, where the maximum
or minimum stiffness are chosen from a continuous variation range. On the other
hand, it can also be realized by special stiffness state switching devices such as
a mechanical switch or a piezo shunt;

3. Many of the variable stiffness systems proposed are active systems, power can
flow in both directions, into or out of the vibrational system, although many
authors define their system as semi-active.

4. The presented concepts of switched stiffness devices for vibration reduction use
energy dissipation to extract the stored potential energy in a different vibration
mode within each vibration cycle of the payload.

5. In current mechanical structures and control concepts for vibration reduction
there are always time spans where part of the repeatedly stored potential energy
in the spring is released as kinetic energy of the load mass, extending the settling
time.

1.3. Objective

The outcome of the literature review, condensed in the summary Sec. 1.2, indicates
that the current semi-active concepts or devices for vibration reduction use energy
dissipation, i.e. transformation of kinetic energy into heat, see No. 4 in Section 1.2.
Furthermore, in all cases part of the kinetic energy stored as potential energy in springs
is released back into the kinetic energy of the mechanical structure, see No. 5 in
Section 1.2. In the Mechatronics Group at TU Ilmenau a semi-active system combining
variable stiffness with damping mechanism, which is controlled by magnetorheological
valves, was proposed in [87] and is shown in Fig. 1.10. The concept is chosen and
slightly modified by removing the damping elements and using two equal stiffness.
Further, feedback control is introduced. These modifications result in a new concept
and system being the starting point of the thesis.

The thesis objective is to investigate the new system for vibration reduction tasks,
which means performing vibration reduction without damping and without releasing
energy back into the mechanical structure. Instead of releasing the potential energy,
the vibrational energy is stored or harvested in the springs. The idea of vibration
energy harvesting instead of energy dissipation will be used to counteract disturbance
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Figure 1.10.: Variable stiffness and damping mechanism together two magnetorheolog-
ical valves [87].

forces like an actuator in vibration compensation. The new system is called 4S as the
abbreviation for Serial-Stiffness-Switch-System. In this thesis the principle vibrational
behavior needs to be investigated in detail and control concepts have to be found
which perform in the planed manner. For the analysis and system design, analytical,
numerical and experimental approaches are applied.

1.4. Contribution

The authors contribution to extend state of the art in semi-active vibration reduction
concepts and devices is

• Suggestion of a new semi-active vibration reduction concept as outlined in Ob-
jectives. The proposed system is able to harvest the vibrational energy into
the springs and use the stored potential energy to work as an actuator against
perturbation forces.

• Analytical, numerical and experimental proof-of-concept for the proposed system
is shown under harmonic force disturbance at supercritical excitation of a payload
mass. It is shown that the system approaches a steady-state response by an
appropriate switching law.

• Initial velocity disturbance compensation, namely, shock compensation is proven
by the introduction of a new switching law or control law. The numerical and ex-
perimental investigations showed that the settling time to the position at rest can
be reduced by the factor of 20 compared to the original velocity-base switching
law.

• Shock isolation capability is shown under pre-tensioned springs by numerical
simulation analysis. One outcome is that shock isolation of the system works
in the complete shock response spectrum both in the high as well as the low
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frequency region. Especially the isolation in the low frequency region, below the
first eigenfrequency of the mechanical structure, is a novel result and extends
current concepts, which work only above the first eigenfrequency. Thus, the
proposed system can outperform existing semi-active device concepts.

1.5. Thesis Organization

To conduct a theoretical and experimental study on the proposed novel semi-active
vibration control strategy, a simplified model, consisting of a mass and two serial-
stiffness-switch elements, is considered throughout this work. The thesis is organized
as follows,

In Chapter 1 the background of this thesis is initially introduced. An overview of
different contributions in the area of variable stiffness devices together with switching
laws for vibration control is presented. Following is the objective and contributions in
this work.

Chapter 2 contains the information on the modeling, operation principle and system
dynamics of novel semi-active vibration control system. 4S in open loop and closed loop
control are numerically analyzed, respectively. The equivalent stiffness and natural
frequency of the switching system are mathematically formulated and verified through
Fast Fourier Transformation. A switching law based on vibration energy harvesting is
also numerically analyzed.

In Chapter 3 vibration energy harvesting limitation is theoretically and numerically
analyzed. In order to further show the energy harvesting limitation, a long time sim-
ulation is carried out.

A rotational setup is designed in Chapter 4. Two ring-arranged electromagnet-plates
together with one armature-shaft work as two mechanical switches. The operation
principle, modeling, construction and the corresponding experiment are carried out.

To improve the system response, a new switching law based on variable structure
system control theory is further proposed in Chapter 5. Non-zero initial velocity and
harmonic excitation processes are numerically and experimentally verified.

In Chapter 6 shock isolation performance is numerically tested on 4S with the com-
parison of a passive and a semi-active system. Considering 4S can harvest vibration
energy, a potential energy pre-storage is applied before shock.

Finally, the main conclusions from this thesis are summarized in Chapter 7 and rec-
ommendations for future work are also made.





CHAPTER 2

Novel Semi-active Vibration Control with 4S

2.1. Introduction

In most of the mentioned vibration control systems in Introduction, there still exist
unavoidable time instants during a vibration reduction process, where an elastic el-
ement releases the stored potential energy, and drives a protected payload to move
again. This is an intrinsic property of the elastic element and results in an oscillation
in the systems to some extent.

In order to solve the problem, a novel semi-active vibration control strategy based on
vibration energy harvesting is proposed in this chapter. The basic idea introduced
in this chapter is a modification of the idea presented by Greiner-Petter, Tan and
Sattel [87], where a MRF valve controlled variable stiffness and damping mechanism
was proposed. The modifications include the removal of the damping elements and
using two equal stiffness as was already outlined in Section 1.3 (Objective).

Before introducing the new system or concept, vibration reduction issues about a pas-
sive and a semi-active vibration control system are formulated and then a new semi-
active vibration control concept related to Serial-Stiffness-Switch-System (4S) is put
forward and analyzed. In a preliminary study, 4S in open loop control is analytically
and numerically interpreted, where the equivalent stiffness and natural frequency of
the switching system are given. Finally, a velocity zero-crossing switching law based
on vibration energy harvesting is introduced. It is numerically proven that 4S shows
vibration energy harvesting and vibration reduction performance. A harmonic dis-
turbance will be always exerted on 4S in this chapter. The corresponding theoretical
analysis is also demonstrated in Min et al. [124].
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2.2. 4S Concept

Potential energy releasing of an elastic element leads to an acceleration of the protected
payload once again during a vibration reduction process. This phenomenon will be
explained in the following subsection in detail.

2.2.1. Problem Statement

For the sake of a simple explanation, all elastic elements through the work are denoted
as springs. At first, a passive single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) model is considered, as
sketched in Fig. 2.1(a). The equation of motion is given by

m1ẍ1 = F − dẋ1 − kx1 , (2.1)

where x1 is the payload displacement and m1, k and d are mass, stiffness and damping
parameters of the system, respectively. The force F represents the external disturbance
and is considered to be a pulse in this case. The objective of vibration control as

F

0 t

Deceleration

Acceleration

Compression

Extension

(a) (b)

dk

m1

x1

x1

Figure 2.1.: Schematics for m1-k-d-system. (a) Simplified model; (b) Displacement
response for an external pulse disturbance.

understood here is to achieve vibration reduction, which moves a payload m1 back to
its equilibrium position x1 = 0. Multiplying Eq. (2.1) with the velocity ẋ1 results in
the mechanical power balance

m1ẍ1ẋ = Fẋ1 − dẋ2
1 − kxẋ1 , (2.2)

and can be rewritten as
dT

dt
= Fẋ1 − dẋ2

1 −
dU

dt
, (2.3)

where T is defined as kinetic energy, T = 1
2
m1ẋ

2
1 and U is potential energy, U = 1

2
kx2

1.
In order to achieve vibration reduction, the kinetic energy should not increase, namely,
dT/dt < 0. The damping d leads to a permanent reduction of kinetic energy, since
dẋ2 > 0, ∀ẋ1 6= 0 always holds. To further reduce the kinetic energy T , the potential
energy U has to increase: dU/dt > 0, ∀t > 0. However, this is not possible to realize
for all time instants in a passive system as depicted in Fig. 2.1(a), because in all
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vibration systems with D = d/(2
√
km) < 1, there exist not only the time phases with

dU/dt = kx1ẋ1 > 0, denoted by pink area in Fig. 2.1(b), but also the time phases with
dU/dt = kx1ẋ1 < 0, denoted by green area. The potential energy stored during the
deceleration phases of the payload m1, kx1ẋ1 > 0, will be completely released in the
acceleration phase, kx1ẋ1 < 0.

Using a semi-active vibration control system with two springs, k − ∆k and ∆k to
store potential energy U1 = (k−∆k)x2

1/2 and U2 = ∆kx2
1/2, together with a specified

switching law between these two springs offers possibilities for vibration reduction as
depicted in Fig. 2.2. One possibility is to use a larger changing rate of potential energy
in time phases where the spring decelerates the payload, i.e. for dU/dt > 0 and a
smaller changing rate of potential energy is chosen in time phases where the spring
accelerates the payload, i.e. at dU/dt < 0, see Onoda et al. [27] and Ledezma-Ramirez
et al. [19]. This is similar to the damped passive system in Fig. 2.1(b) by the pink and
green areas. To do so, in the deceleration phase, when the kinetic energy of payload m1

decreases, both springs are active, depicted by pink area and in the acceleration phase,
when the kinetic energy of payload m1 increases, only one spring is taken, as shown
by green area. That is to say, during a deceleration phase, d(U1+U2)

dt
> 0 and for an

acceleration phase dU1

dt
≤ 0. The potential energy U2 will be dissipated in the form of

thermal energy by a damping element ∆d, when the spring ∆k is disconnected from the
payload m1. Finally, the kinetic energy of the payload is removed from the system by
repeatedly switching the springs and vibration reduction performance is achieved. The
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Figure 2.2.: Schematic of a parallel-stiffness-switch system: (a) k-∆k and ∆k are con-
nected to payload m1; (b) Only k-∆k is connected to payload m1.

system behavior has already been investigated under different disturbances, e.g. shock
excitation, see [19] or harmonic excitation, see [32]. The switching law is given by
the changing rate of potential energy, dU/dt = keffx1ẋ1 and describes the resulting
switching stiffness keff

keff =

{
k if x1ẋ1 > 0
k −∆k if x1ẋ1 ≤ 0

. (2.4)

The resultant stiffness keff = k corresponds to the pink areas in Fig. 2.1(b) and keff =
k − ∆k to the green ones. In such an arrangement spring ∆k always decelerates the
payload, but spring k −∆k still both decelerates and accelerates the payload m1.
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2.2.2. Vibration Energy Harvesting Concept

To avoid this, i.e. to ensure that springs permanently decelerate the payload, another
way to remove kinetic energy from the system is proposed. Instead of switching between
acceleration and deceleration time phases, corresponding to the pink and green areas
in Fig. 2.1(b), the idea is to use only decelerating phases. Therefore, the two directions
of the payload motion should be split up between two springs k1 and k2. This means
that the first spring k1 is only active in its increasing extension phase and k2 only active
in its increasing compression phase. Thus, for both springs the terms of the changing
rate of potential energy should be larger than zero, which is illustrated in Fig. 2.3(b)
by the red and blue lines of the time history x1(t) for a passive system m1-k. A way

s1
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k1

k2

m1

x1,

x2

F

(a)

Spring 1

0

x

t

Deceleration

Compression

Extension

Spring 2

(b)

x1

Figure 2.3.: Schematic for 4S. (a) 4S model; (b) Connection of two springs over time.

for the concept realization would be to have two springs in series together with two
switches, according to Fig. 2.3(a), which is called“4S”(Serial-Stiffness-Switch-System).
This leads to the necessary conditions, k1x1 ≥ 0 ∧ ẋ1 ≥ 0 for an increasing extension
and k2x1 < 0 ∧ ẋ1 < 0 for an increasing compression. In fact, a similar serial stiffness
structure has already been proposed by [84], but the operation principle is different. In
the work presented here, a separation of extension and compression phases takes place,
which means that one spring is always under compression and the other always under
extension. Consequently, the springs are not active in the system at the same time.
The switching law is given by the zero-crossing of velocity, ẋ1, separating time phases
with ẋ1 ≥ 0 and ẋ1 < 0. Instead of dissipating the stored potential energy in each
vibration cycle and realizing vibration reduction, the kinetic energy of the payload will
be harvested. When the disturbance F vanishes, the stored potential energy can be
either used by the system, working as an actuator, or dissipated similarly to the system
with the parallel springs in Fig. 2.2(b), by means of opening two switches s1, s2 at the
same time.
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2.2.3. 4S Model

As shown in Fig. 2.3(a), the model comprises of two serial springs k1, k2, payload
m1 and two switches s1, s2, which in fact are two clamping devices. These devices
might be realized by smart material such as piezoelectric, electromagnetic or magneto-
rheological fluids material and govern the operation order of two springs. To begin,
the clamping devices are not considered in detail and only simplified as switch s1 and
s2 for the analysis. F stands for external excitation, x1 is the displacement of payload
and the displacement of connection point of two springs is symbolized as x2. Both
switches own two working states, namely, open or close, which result in the connection
or disconnection of each spring to or away from the payload m1. So there exist four
switching groups between s1 and s2, which produces four different types of system
stiffness k(S) as expressed in Eq. (2.5)

k(S) =


k1 if S(t) = [1, 0]
k2 if S(t) = [0, 1]
k1k2

k1 + k2

if S(t) = [1, 1]

− if S(t) = [0, 0]

, (2.5)

where k(S) is the stiffness of the switched system and S(t) is defined as a switching
control vector for s1, s2

S(t) = [s1(t), s2(t)] , si(t) ∈ {0, 1} , i = (1, 2) . (2.6)

Here si(t) = 0 means that the ith spring is disconnected away from the payload;
Conversely, si(t) = 1 represents the ith spring being connected. The operation order
for the two switches is also listed in Table 2.1 for ease of interpretation.

Table 2.1.: Operation order of two springs

Control vector (S) Switching condition Spring connection

[1, 1] s1, s2 open k1, k2

[0, 1] s1 closed and s2 open k2

[1, 0] s2 closed and s1 open k1

[0, 0] s1, s2 closed not allowable

Based on Newtons law of motion the dynamics of 4S, sketched in Fig. 2.3(a), can be
given as follows. If S(t) = [1, 0], the system dynamics can be given by

mẍ1 + k1(x1 − x2) = F , ∧ x2 = x2(tsw,i) , (2.7)

and in case of S(t) = [0, 1] by

mẍ1 + k2x2 = F , ∧ x2 = x1 − [x1(tsw,i)− x2(tsw,i)] . (2.8)
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where tsw,i is the i-th switching time instant with the subscript “sw”. When S(t) =
[1, 1], two springs are active and the motion equations can be given as follows,

mẍ1 = F − k1(x1 − x2) , ∧ k2x2 = k1(x1 − x2) . (2.9)

Each subsystem Eqs. (2.7)-(2.9) behaves as a SDOF system. However, the system
has three state variables, (x1, ẋ1, x2). The case S(t) = [0, 0], where both of two
springs are not active, is not allowable in practice. In order to have a more compact
description, Eqs. (2.7)-(2.9) will be combined as

m1ẍ1 + k(S)x1 = F + Fp(S) (2.10)

and

x2(S) =


x2(tsw,i) if S(t) = [1, 0]

x1 − [x1(tsw,i)− x2(tsw,i)] if S(t) = [0, 1]
k1

k1 + k2

x1 if S(t) = [1, 1]

− if S(t) = [0, 0]

, (2.11)

where x2(S) is the displacement of the connection point between two springs and the
process force is defined as Fp(S),

Fp(S) =


k1u2(tsw,i) if S(t) = [1, 0]
k2u1(tsw,i) if S(t) = [0, 1]

0 if S(t) = [1, 1]
− if S(t) = [0, 0]

, (2.12)

with the deformation of the two springs u1 and u2 defined as

u1 := x1 − x2 , u2 := x2 . (2.13)

In order to realize the compression and extension spring configuration, the switching
cases S(t) = [1, 0] and S(t) = [0, 1] are chosen. At first, the stiffnesses k1 = k2 = k are
used in this work considering that a switching behavior is symmetric for S(t) = [1, 0]
and S(t) = [0, 1]. Finally, the system dynamics would be further simplified as

m1ẍ1 + kx1 = F + Fp(S) (2.14)

and

x2(S) =

{
x2(tsw,i) if S(t) = [1, 0]

x1 − [x1(tsw,i)− x2(tsw,i)] if S(t) = [0, 1]
, (2.15)

and the process force Fp(S) is given by

Fp(S) =

{
ku2(tsw,i) if S(t) = [1, 0]
ku1(tsw,i) if S(t) = [0, 1]

, (2.16)

where it is a piecewise constant force. Note that in Eq. (2.10) the actual spring forces
Fk are split into two components, the process force Fp(S), which is constant within a
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switching state and the time varying part kx1,

Fk(S) = kx1 − Fp(S) . (2.17)

Yet, no switching law has been proposed. The system can be driven in open loop or
closed loop control.

2.3. Open Loop Control for 4S

In order to preliminarily study the performance of 4S, it will be analyzed under su-
percritical disturbance force excitation in open loop control, in which 4S is operated
under a specified switching sequence and independent of the system state variables,
(x1, ẋ1, x2). Investigations of critical and subcritical excitation are left for further
studies. Exemplary, the theoretical analysis is done for a supercritical excitation,
ηd = 10, in the following chapters.

2.3.1. Numerical Analysis

The numerical analysis is executed under a harmonic disturbance

F (t) = F̂ sin Ωt . (2.18)

When a regular switching between two springs happens in 4S, a switching time period
Tsw, in which two springs are active only one time, and the corresponding switching
frequency Ωsw are defined as

Ωsw =
2π

Tsw

. (2.19)

During a switching period Tsw, the time phases where these tow springs k1 or k2 are
active are called T1 or T2, respectively, and then the switching period Tsw = T1 + T2.
The two switches s1, s2 are considered to open and close instantaneously. A duty cycle
Dk1 is defined for k1 as

Dk1 =
T1

Tsw

=
T1

T1 + T2

, (2.20)

and (1−Dk1) is the duty cycle of k2. The time behaviors of the open loop controlled
4S under four different duty cycles are investigated, here Dk1 ∈ [0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5]. Due
to the complementary choice of the switching states for the two switches, one stiffness
state sufficiently represents the switching sequence signals. Consequently, only the
operation state of switch s1 is illustrated in Fig. (2.4). For example, if s1 = 0, S(t) =
[0, 1] and if s1 = 1, S(t) = [1, 0].

Three different system response frequencies occur in 4S, the natural frequency ω0 of
each subsystem, m1-k1 or m1-k2, according to Eq. (2.21), here k1 = k2 = k,

ω0 =

√
k

m1

, T0 =
2π

ω0

. (2.21)
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Figure 2.4.: Switching sequences for different duty cycles Dk1. (a) Blue: Dk1 = 0; (b)
Red: Dk1 = 0.1; (c) Black: Dk1 = 0.3; (d) Green: Dk1 = 0.5

Table 2.2.: Simulation parameters for open loop controlled 4S.

Name Value Unit Name Value Unit Name Value Unit

F̂ 1 N ηd 10 - x1(0) 0 m
m1 1 kg ηsw 500 - ẋ1(0) 0 m/s
k 1 N/m Dk1 variable - x2(0) 0 m

the external disturbance frequency Ω and the switching frequency, Ωsw, which will be
related by two quantities, the dimensionless disturbance frequency ηd and the dimen-
sionless switching frequency ηsw, according to

ηd =
Ω

ω0

, ηsw =
Ωsw

ω0

. (2.22)

The system parameters for the numerical analysis are listed in Table 2.2, here the
dimensionless switching frequency ηsw is very high compared to the dimensionless dis-
turbance frequency ηd. The Eqs. (2.14)-(2.15) can be piecewise integrated analytically
and solved on an algebraic level by formulating transition conditions between switching
time instants tsw,i. For the sake of simplicity, the numerical simulation are carried out
in MATLAB/Simulink here.

The colors in Fig. 2.4(a)-(d) stand for the different duty cycle Dk1 cases. The system
response in terms of the displacement x1 and velocity ẋ1 of the payload and the spring
deformations u1 and u2 are shown in Fig. 2.5. There are two columns of subfigures,
marketed by a-h, respectively. The cyan lines in Fig. 2.5(a)-(d) represent the zoom-in
windows of the plots given in the right side Fig. 2.5(e)-(h). However, only the curves
for the duty cycle Dk1 = 0.3 in Fig. 2.5(e)-(h) are plotted because all response curves
for different Dk1 are similar. In the enlarged Fig. 2.5(e)-(h) a light blue area represents
s1 = 1, which denotes k1 being active, and a light green area represents s1 = 0 and k2

is active.

Fig. 2.5(a)-(d) show when Dk1 = 0, only u2 varies because only k2 is active. 4S can be
seen as a passive undamped m1-k system, whose system response is the superposition
of the free response in terms of system properties and the forced response with respect
to an external disturbance. When Dk1 6= 0, 4S is forced to switch based on the
switching sequences shown in Fig. 2.4. The system response of 4S(Red, Black and
Green) are similar to that of the passive undamped system(Blue), but the fundamental
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amplitude and period of the system response show differences. With the increase of
Dk1 from 0 to 0.5, the fundamental period of 4S also increases, which means that
the equivalent frequency and stiffness of the switched system decreases. Generally,
stiffness and natural frequency are defined for linear systems, so equivalent stiffness
and natural frequency are defined for the switched system here. Fig. 2.5(c)-(d) show
the deformations of the two springs u1, u2. Their response time behaviors seem similar
for different duty cycles, but their amplitudes and periods are different.

In Fig. 2.5(e)-(h) the ratio of light blue area to light green area is equal to 3 : 7, because
Dk1 is equal to 0.3. Due to the switching between two springs, the deformations of
the two springs show an intermittent variation, but the displacement and velocity of
the payload m change continuously because of a rapid switching and the inertia of the
payload. In order to further find out the effects of the duty cycle on the deformations of
the two springs, the equivalent stiffness and natural frequency of the switched system,
an analytical investigation is carried out in the following subsection.

2.3.2. Analytical Formulation

In this subsection, the equivalent stiffness keq and equivalent natural frequency ωeq of
the switched system in open loop control are derived under a simplified assumption.
As listed in Table 2.2, for the dimensionless switching frequency ηsw in Eq. (2.22),

ηsw � ηd ⇒ Tsw �
2π

Ω
<

2π

ω0

(2.23)

holds. The constant switching period Tsw = T1 + T2 and the constant time peri-
ods T1, T2 are described by three arbitrary switching time instants tsw,2j, tsw,2j+1

and tsw,2j+2 (j = 0, 1, 2...), so Tsw = tsw,2j+2 − tsw,2j, T1 = tsw,2j+1 − tsw,2j and
T2 = tsw,2j+2−tsw,2j+1, here j represents the j-th switching period. Due to Tsw and also
T1 and T2 being short enough compared to systems dynamic and the velocity varying
continuously as well, shown in Fig. 2.5(e), the relationships for the average velocity
ẋ1 of the payload over the time phases [tsw,2j, tsw,2j+1] and [tsw,2j+1, tsw,2j+2], and the
deformation rates of two springs can be approximately given by

ẋ1(t, T1) ≈ ẋ1(t, T2), ⇒ u̇1(t, T1) ≈ u̇2(t, T2) (2.24)

together with Eq. (2.13) and Eq. (2.15). The incremental deformation of spring 1, ∆u1

and that of spring 2, ∆u2 over the above corresponding time phases are given by

∆u1(t, T1) = u̇1(t, T1)T1 = u̇1(t, T1)Dk1Tsw , (2.25)

and
∆u2(t, T2) = u̇2(t, T2)T2 = u̇2(t, T2)(1−Dk1)Tsw , (2.26)

with T2 = Tsw−T1 and Eq. (2.20). Because spring 1 is only active over t ∈ [tsw,2j, tsw,2j+1]
and spring 2 over t ∈ [tsw,2j+1, tsw,2j+2], ∆u1 and ∆u2 over t ∈ [tsw,2j, tsw,2j+2], namely,
one complete switching period Tsw, can be expressed by

∆u1(t, Tsw) = ∆u1(t, T1) , ∆u2(t, Tsw) = ∆u2(t, T2) . (2.27)
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If Tsw is infinitely low, ∆u1 and ∆u2 at an arbitrary time moment t can be given by

lim
Tsw→0

∆u1(t, Tsw) = ∆u1(t), lim
Tsw→0

∆u2(t, Tsw) = ∆u2(t) . (2.28)

With the combination of Eq. (2.27), subsequently inserting Eq. (2.24)-Eq. (2.25), re-
arranging the variables and applying Eq. (2.27) and Eq. (2.28) derives the relationship
between the deformation differences of the two springs at an arbitrary moment

∆u1(t) =
Dk1

1−Dk1

∆u2(t) . (2.29)

If the initial deformations u1(0) = u2(0) = 0 are taken into consideration, the rela-
tionship between the deformations u1(t) and u2(t) of the two springs can be given by

u1(t) =
Dk1

1−Dk1

u2(t) . (2.30)

The coefficient of Eq. (2.30) agrees with the amplitude behavior of the springs defor-
mations as shown in Fig. 2.5(c)-(d) quite well. In order to formulate the equivalent
stiffness keq and natural frequency ωeq of the switched system, the energy method is
applied now. The difference of potential energy ∆Ep over Tsw is given by

∆Ep =
1

2
k
[
u2

1(tsw,2j+2)− u2
1(tsw,2j) + u2

2(tsw,2j+2)− u2
2(tsw,2j)

]
. (2.31)

A SDOF system mẍ + keqx = 0, having equivalent stiffness keq with potential energy
difference ∆Epeq and equivalent to the switched system, is looked for

∆Epeq =
1

2
keq

[
x2(tsw,2j+2)− x2(tsw,2j)

]
, (2.32)

and matches the following conditions

∆Epeq = ∆Ep, x(tsw,2j) = u1(tsw,2j)+u2(tsw,2j), x(tsw,2j+2) = u1(tsw,2j+2)+u2(tsw,2j+2) .
(2.33)

Inserting Eqs. (2.30)-(2.32) into Eq. (2.33) leads to the equivalent stiffness

keq

k
= 2D2

k1 − 2Dk1 + 1 (2.34)

and the equivalent natural frequency

ωeq

ω0

=
√

2D2
k1 − 2Dk1 + 1, ωeq =

√
keq

m1

, Teq =
2π

ωeq

. (2.35)

According to Eq. (2.34)-(2.35), the equivalent stiffness and natural frequency of this
switched system for open loop control can be depicted in Fig. 2.6. This analytical
approximation also matches the above numerical simulation results in terms of the
equivalent natural frequency ωeq. To further validate the above stated conclusion, the
spectral analysis for the displacement response under different duty cycles Dk1 in an
interval of 0.05 from 0 to 1 is carried out through Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT).
On the basis of the amplitude-frequency spectrum property, the lowest frequency cor-
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responding to the highest amplitude is the equivalent natural frequency of the switched
system. The calculated frequency results are normalized by ω0 and shown with the
gray points in Fig. 2.6. It is obvious to find that the spectrum analysis and the mathe-
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Figure 2.6.: The equivalent stiffness and natural frequency of 4S.

matical formulation also agree well. As shown in Fig. 2.6, the profiles of the equivalent
stiffness and natural frequency are similar. When Dk1 = 0 and Dk1 = 1, only one
spring is active in 4S and the system works as a passive undamped system having the
equivalent stiffness keq = k and the equivalent natural frequency ωeq = ω0. In all other
cases it is a semi-active system and keq and ωeq change parabolically with the increase
of Dk1. In the minimum at Dk1 = 0.5, keq = 0.5k and ωeq =

√
2ω0/2. This means

that at an equal switching time period of two serial springs, T1 = T2, and ηsw � 1, the
system behaves like a linear SDOF system.

2.4. Closed Loop Control for 4S

2.4.1. Switching Law based on Vibration Energy Harvesting

In order to realize vibration energy harvesting performance through vibration reduc-
tion, 4S is now analyzed in closed loop control based on the idea already outlined in
Subsection 2.2.2 together with Fig. 2.3. Finally, the switching law can be given by

S(t) =

{
[1, 0] if ẋ1 > 0
[0, 1] if ẋ1 < 0

. (2.36)

Inserting Eq. (2.36) into Eq. (2.16) gives the process force Fp

Fp =

{
k u2(tsw,i) if ẋ1 > 0
k u1(tsw,i) if ẋ1 < 0

, (2.37)

for the closed loop controlled 4S. This switching law ensures that for all time instants
the conditions u1 > 0 and u2 < 0 are valid. This switching between two springs is
ideal. To consider a physically realizable zero-crossing detection and prevent chattering
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a switching system, the switching law is slightly modified as

S(t) =

{
[1, 0] if ẋ1z > 0
[0, 1] if ẋ1z < 0

, (2.38)

with the use of the zero-order-hold function of velocity, written as

ẋ1z(ẋ1, Ts) =
∞∑
n=0

ẋ1(nTs)[σ(t− nTs)− σ(t− (n+ 1)Ts)] , n ∈ N , (2.39)

or as
ẋ1z(t, Ts) = ẋ1(nTs) , n ∈ N , nTs 6 t < (n+ 1)Ts , (2.40)

where Ts is the sampling period of the system, and σ(t) is the unit step function. Note
that Ts is different from the aforementioned switching period Tsw. The former, Ts, is
the minimal time interval, where the stiffness state is constant, but the latter, Tsw,
is constant and is the minimal time interval, where two switching instants can occur.
Thus, for a general switching time span Tsw,j (j = 0, 1, 2...), not similar to a regular
switching in an open loop control, it may be variable, namely, Tsw,j ≥ 2Ts, where
j represents the j-th complete stiffness switching in 4S. Therefore, the relationship
between the switching rate Ωsw,j and the sampling frequency ωs can be given by

Ωsw,j 6
1

2
ωs , Ωsw,j =

2π

Tsw,j

. (2.41)

One case for the signal discretization is graphically shown in Fig. 2.7, where Ts1 >
Ts2 > Ts3. It obviously reveals that the lower the sampling period, the more the
discretized signal represents the original one. The discretization process for velocity
results in a nonideal switching and produces switching delay. As an example, it is

t
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Ts1

>0

>

0
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0
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(T  )zx1

(T  )zx1

(T  )zx1

(T  )zx1
t0 tz

Δtz3

Δtz2=Δtz1

t

(b)(a)

s1

s2

s3
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Figure 2.7.: Switching decision error for 4S with different sampling period Ts: (b) is a
partly zoomed-in picture for (a). Black: original signal; Green: discretized
signal with sampling period Ts1; Orange: discretized signal with sampling
period Ts2; Blue: discretized signal with sampling period Ts3.

assumed that for three systems with different sampling time Ts1, Ts2 and Ts3 and
their velocity controllers start to process at a common time point t0 and they own a
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common output at this moment. After one sampling period, different systems have
different discretized outputs, ẋ1(t, Ts)z, according to Eq. (4.29). Here ẋ1(t, Ts2)z > 0,
ẋ1(t, Ts3)z > 0, but ẋ1(t, Ts1)z < 0. Fig. 2.7(b) shows the switching decision error,
which is a partly zoomed-in picture marked by a pink frame in Fig. 2.7(a). Here tz
is an ideal velocity zero-crossing moment. For 4S different sampling periods Tsi result
in different switching decision errors ∆tzi, as an example, ∆tz1 = ∆tz2 > ∆tz3 here.
As a result, 4S would operate in different stiffness states after the ideal zero-crossing
moment tz. This will further affect the system response.

2.4.2. System Dynamics

Based on the above switching law and discretization principle, the lumped control
system dynamics can be written by

m1ẍ1 + kx1 = F + Fp(x1, x2, ẋ1, Ts) , (2.42)

x2 =

{
x2(tsw,i) if ẋ1z(ẋ1, Ts) ≥ 0

x1 − [x1(tsw,i)− x2(tsw,i)] if ẋ1z(ẋ1, Ts) < 0
,

with the process force Fp in Eq. (2.37)

Fp(x1, x2, ẋ1, Ts) =

{
k u2(tsw,i) if ẋ1z(ẋ1, Ts) ≥ 0
k u1(tsw,i) if ẋ1z(ẋ1, Ts) < 0

, (2.43)

with the zero-order-hold function of velocity

ẋ1z(ẋ1, Ts) =
∞∑
n=0

ẋ1(nTs)[σ(t− nTs)− σ(t− (n+ 1)Ts)] , n ∈ N , (2.44)

or
ẋ1z(t, Ts) = ẋ1(nTs) , n ∈ N , nTs ≤ t < (n+ 1)Ts , (2.45)

and the deformations of the two springs

u1 := x1 − x2 , u2 := x2 . (2.46)

This is a nonlinear differential equation system, where the process force Fp contains a
nonlinear term and is governed by the sampling period Ts as a process parameter. A
graphical interpretation of this semi-active switching system is simplified in Fig. 2.8(a),
which shows that the process force Fp can be interpreted as an active force on the
payload. The actual spring forces Fk are derived from Eq. (2.17) and result in

Fk = kx1 − Fp(x1, x2, ẋ1, Ts) , (2.47)

with the time varying part kx1 and the piecewise constant part Fp. Fk and Fp for a
harmonic oscillation are graphically depicted in Fig. 2.8(b) and (c). The spring force
components Fk1 and Fk2 are piecewise constant owing to the switching between two
springs. Fp is only mathematically defined and varies at the switching moments and
then acts on a payload with a constant value during each switching state, denoted
by blue line, Fp1, and green line, Fp2, in Fig. 2.8(b). So the resultant process force
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Figure 2.8.: Simplified representation for 4S and force components: (a) Simplified 4S
model; (b) Force components: Fk1 — spring force 1, Fk2 — spring force 2,
Fp1 — process force 1, Fp2 — process force 2; (c) Resultant process force
Fp.

Fp shows a positive and negative pulse-alike increasing in Fig. 2.8(c). For the system
analysis the resultant force Fres, as the combination of the external disturbance F and
the actual spring force Fk

Fres = F − Fk (2.48)

is considered. Multiplying Eq. (2.48) with the velocity ẋ1, the mechanical power bal-
ance can be given by

Pres = PF − Pk. (2.49)

In Subsection 2.2.2 the changing rate of potential energy was assumed to be positive
in all time instants. This is equivalent to the instantaneous power Pk into the springs
as given by

Pk =
dU

dt
= Fk ẋ1 = [kx1ẋ1 − Fp(x1, x2, ẋ1, Ts) ẋ1] ≥ 0 . (2.50)

according to Eq. (2.47).

2.4.3. Numerical Analysis

In order to explain how 4S operates in closed loop control, a numerical simulation is
executed in MATLAB/Simulink. The block diagram for the new semi-active vibration
control system is depicted in Fig. 2.9. The switches s1 and s2 in the Mechanical Unit are
controlled using the sign of the step-wise discretized velocity ẋ1z of the payload m1. All
parameters for numerical analysis are listed in Table 2.3. Apart from the dimensionless

Table 2.3.: Simulation parameters for 4S in closed loop control.

Name Value Unit Name Value Unit Name Value Unit

F̂ 1 N ηd 10 - x1(0) 0 m
m1 1 kg ηs 1000 - x2(0) 0 m
k 1 N/m ẋ1(0) 0 m/s
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Figure 2.9.: Schematic for 4S in closed loop control

disturbance frequency ηd, defined in Eq. (2.22), the dimensionless sampling frequency
ηs, is used here

ηs =
ωs

ω0

, ωs =
2π

Ts

, (2.51)

together with the sampling frequency ωs. 4S is excited by the harmonic disturbance
according to Eq. (2.18). For a passive undamped system, m1ẍ1 + kx1 = F̂ sin Ωt, the
solution is x1(t) = x̂1hsin(ω0t + ϕ) + x̂1psin(Ωt) with an initial phase angle ϕ and the
displacement amplitude x̂1 consists of the homogeneous displacement amplitude x̂1h

and the particular displacement amplitude x̂1p given by

x̂1h =
F̂

k

ηd

1− η2
d

, x̂1p =
F̂

k

1

1− η2
d

. (2.52)

With the simulation parameters according to Table 2.3, this leads to a displacement
amplitude of x̂1 ≈ 11 cm. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 2.10 and Fig. 2.11.
One the basis of different qualitative behaviors all plotting curves in Fig. 2.10 are
divided into four time phases and symbolized by A, B, C and D, respectively. Ad-
ditionally, zoom-in pictures a, b, c and d are labeled in Fig. 2.10 and the zoom-in
pictures are plotted in Fig. 2.11, where the switching sequence between two springs
is shown by the colorful backgrounds. In all subfigures, the horizontal axes stand for
the simulation time and the vertical axes represent different system response param-
eters including the displacement and velocity of payload x1 and ẋ1, the deformations
of two springs u1 and u2 and so on. In order to better evaluate the performance of
4S, a passive undamped system is taken into consideration and the system response at
beginning chosen by orange frame in the right side subfigures are also amplified in the
left side ones of Fig. 2.10.

Fig. 2.10(a)-(b) show the displacement response. It is known that a passive undamped
m1-k system response does not decay and always oscillates. For the closed loop con-
trolled 4S, the displacement decays fast but not asymptotically like in a passive damped
system. After the disturbance vibrations have been reduced, the payload oscillates with
a low amplitude (x̂1 ≈ 1 cm), according to Fig. 2.11 around an equilibrium position.
Naturally, 4S shows a better vibration reduction performance than a passive undamped
system based on Eq. (2.52). As mentioned before, the power of spring forces, Pk, ex-
pressed in Eq. (2.50), acting on payload is always positive and the potential energy,
hence, always increases and is stored in two springs. So the deformations of the two
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springs u1 and u2 will always increase in contrary directions as depicted in Fig. 2.10(c)-
(f). This means that one spring is extended and the other compressed. Similar to
the displacement response, the velocity also decays and finally oscillates around an
equilibrium position, as shown in Fig. 2.10(g)-(h). The payload chatters around the
equilibrium position, which is one common phenomenon existing in a switching system.
The force components acting on the payload are shown in Fig. 2.10(i)-(j). Compared

to the spring force of a passive undamped system plotted by the black line, Fk of 4S in-
creases pulse-wise due to the alternating switching between two springs. As described
in Fig. 2.10(j), the actual spring force Fk always increases and becomes even larger
than the external disturbance F after a sufficient amount of time. The resultant force
Fres on the payload changes significantly and its amplitude rises with the increase of
Fk.

Fig. 2.10(k) shows that the mechanical power into the springs is always positive, while
in a passive undamped system its sign changes. Positive power means the potential
energy of the spring increases. Fig. 2.10(l) shows the moving average value of three
powers, the power P res of the resultant force Fres in Eq. (2.48) acting on the payload, the
power P k of spring force Fk in Eq. (2.47) and the power P F of the external disturbance
F . A moving average filter is applied to calculate the power over 6.283 s, because
the chattering results in strong oscillations at high frequency and this causes a bad
readability. As shown in Fig. 2.10(l), P k is always positive, which means that potential
energy is always stored in the system. P F and P k are approximately equal, so the
resultant power P res is close to zero according to Eq. (2.49) and the kinetic energy
of the payload will remains near zero. Consequently, the payload will stay near an
equilibrium position.

The detailed information about switching is shown in Fig. 2.11. It is obvious to find
that 4S switches more and more frequently with the increase of time t, which can be
demonstrated by a more and more densely varying colorful background, where blue
and green areas stand for switching states S = [1, 0] and S = [0, 1], respectively.
At the beginning in section A, marked in Fig. 2.10(a), the springs have not stored
much potential energy. Therefor, the external disturbance F dominates the system
response. This results in a slow switching depending on the disturbance frequency.
As mentioned before, the zero-order-hold function, as shown in Fig. 2.7, causes a
nonideal switching. When the zero-crossing frequently happens due to the enough
largely stored potential energy, the actual switching would be delayed till the end of a
sampling period. As a result, the kinetic energy of the payload is not zero any more but
increases till the end of the sampling period. Meanwhile, the newly stored potential
energy decreases in the sampling period. Finally, the deformations of two springs might
decrease, not continuously increase any more, denoted by u1 and u2. Whether or not
the potential energy will be continuously stored depends on the ratio of the ideally
and delayed switching state. There are some sampling periods where the potential
energy is reduced and the other increased, but the sum of potential energy over many
sampling periods still increases as shown in the subfigures of Fig. 2.10(d) and (f) with
respect to the spring deformations u1 and u2. Thus, the spring deformations and spring
forces still increase over time and even larger than the disturbance force in Fig. 2.10(j).
This causes the direction of velocity to vary rapidly, and then fast switching occurs.
Finally, the two springs are extremely frequently connected to system alternatively.
This will need a high dynamic mechanical switch, namely, clamping device to finish the
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connection or disconnection of two springs to or away from payload, which should be
taken good care. It is important to note that if the steadily increasing potential energy
becomes too large, it can be released by using 4S as an actuator or by opening both
switches at once. In practice there is energy dissipation mechanism which removes
potential energy from the springs when both switches are opened at once, which is
similar to that in Fig. 2.2(a)-(b). The small damping can be neglected for system
dynamics analysis in Fig. 2.2(a) but can not be neglected for the vibration energy
dissipation analysis in Fig. 2.2(b).
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CHAPTER 3

Vibration Energy Harvesting Limit Analysis

3.1. Introduction

From Fig. 2.10(d) and (f) in the last chapter, it seems that the deformations of two
springs always increase. This means the potential energy will be always stored in
system, as long as two springs are within their limits of strength. Whether or not
the potential energy is always stored in 4S under a harmonic forced excitation will be
discussed in this chapter.

Firstly, the spectrum analysis for system response under different stored potential
energy levels is carried out to validate the existence of vibration energy harvesting
limit. Following are the system dynamics analysis with respect to process force Fp

and the analytical solution for the steady state system response. Finally, the vibration
energy harvesting limit is analytically formulated and the numerical validation is also
executed.

3.2. Spectrum Analysis for System Response

Fig. 2.11 shows that the switching between two springs occurs more and more fre-
quently with an increase of the stored potential energy. Whether the phenomena of the
switching with the maximum frequency, will happen depends on the stored potential
energy level, denoted by u1 or u2, u1 = −u2. If it happens, what does the displacement
response x1 look like? In order to provide a clear and concise interpretation, spectrum
analysis by means of Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) is performed for different
potential energy pre-storage in 4S, namely, u1(0) or u2(0), u1(0) = −u2(0) 6= 0. Ac-
cording to Eq. (2.13), a nonzero potential energy pre-storage u2(0) means a nonzero
initial state variable x2(0), here x1(0) = 0. The model parameters are listed in Table 3.1
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Table 3.1.: Simulation parameters for frequency spectrum.

Name Value Unit Name Value Unit Name Value Unit

F̂ 1 N ηd 10 - x1(0) 0 m
m1 1 kg ηs 1000 - ẋ1(0) 0 m/s
k 1 N/m x2(0) variable m

and the spectrum analysis results are shown in Fig. 3.1. With the aim of obtaining a
complete spectrum of the displacement response signal, the time domain response for
each x2(0) lasts for 1000 s based on simulation experience. Here the horizontal axis
stands for x2(0) with a logarithmic scale, x2(0) ∈ [−1000, 1] and the vertical axis for
the angular frequency ω. The colorful background denotes the amplitude distribution
corresponding to the displacement response for different x2(0).

On the basis of the amplitude-frequency distribution characteristics, three frequency
domains, where a large amplitude appears, are marked by dot-dash lines A and B in
subfigure (a) and further magnified as shown in subfigures (b)-(d). An obvious limit,
marked by dot-dash line C in subfigure (a), divide the entire spectrum distribution
x̂1 at different x2(0) into two parts. On the left side of the limit, the spectrum is
not distributed orderly. This means that 4S does not switch periodically, namely,
it stays in a transient state. On the right side, the spectrum is distributed orderly
with three obvious frequency components. It is not difficult to see that these are the
disturbance frequency Ω = 10 as listed in Table 3.1, the equivalent natural frequency
of the switched system ωeq = 0.707 according to Eq. (2.35), and the maximal switching
frequency Ωsw = 500, according to Inequality (2.41). In these cases, on the right side
of the limit, 4S realizes the fastest switching between two stiffness states and switches
in every sampling period Ts. For the limit value of x2(0), marked by dot-dash line
C, x2critical is equal to −32.1524 m. This means that if the stored potential energy,
denoted by x2 according to Eq. (2.13), is larger than the value, |x2| > |x2critical|, the
system goes into steady state response and the displacement response consists of a free
response term, disturbance response term, and switching response or chattering term.
In order to solve for the steady state response, the analytical formulation is executed
in the following sections.
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3.3. Steady State System Response

The objective in this section is to deliver an analytical solution for a steady-state
system response of 4S with velocity switching law, (2.46)-(2.50), under harmonic forced
excitation F (t). The solution thought of is a steady-state chattering solution switching
between both springs with the sampling frequency ωs. The system dynamics is given
by two piecewise linear equations of motion as stated in (2.46)

m1ẍ1 + kx1 = F + Fp (x1, x2, ẋ1, Ts) . (3.1)

Three different fundamental frequencies govern the dynamics of the system in the
specific steady-state condition. The eigenfrequeny ω0 of each subsystem, the excitation
frequency Ω of the forced excitation due to F (t) and the stiffness switching frequency
Ωsw. Due to the aformentioned assumption of chattering with the sampling frequency,
the switching frequency is half of the sampling frequency Ωsw = 1

2
ωs. The way to come
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Figure 3.2.: Decomposition analysis for process force Fp. (a) Representation for Fp;
(b) Representation for Fp,chat,p; (c) Representation forFp,mean.

to an approximative analytical solution is divided into four steps. The first two steps
treat the process force Fp. With the combination of Fig. 2.8(c), Fp can be split into
two parts during the j-th switching time span Tsw,j

Fp(t) =

{
Fp1(tsw,2j) = ku2(tsw,2j) , tsw,2j 6 t 6 tsw,2j+1

Fp2(tsw,2j+1) = ku1(tsw,2j+1) , tsw,2j+1 6 t 6 tsw,2j+2
, (3.2)
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and
u1 = x1 − x2 , u2 = x2 (3.3)

where three adjacent switching time instants tsw,2j, tsw,2j+1 and tsw,2j+2 are chosen as
shown in Fig. 3.3(a). According to Section 2.3.1 and Fig. 2.4, T1,j, T2,j are the time
spans, where spring 1 or spring 2 are active, respectively

T1,j = tsw,2j+1 − tsw,2j , T2,j = tsw,2j+2 − tsw,2j+1 . (3.4)

The switching time span is the sum of the time spans of spring 1 and 2

Tsw,j = T1,j + T2,j = tsw,2j+2 − tsw,2j , j = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (3.5)

u2(tsw,2j), u1(tsw,2j+1) are the deformations of the two springs at the switching time
instants . It works as an active force on the payload m1 according to Eq. (2.42) and
Fig. 2.8. It represents the piecewise constant parts Fp1 and Fp2 of the spring forces Fk1

and Fk2, see 2.8(b). Numerical simulation results in Fig. 3.1 show, that the process
force contains three fundamental frequencies, the high switching frequency Ωsw and
the low eigenfrequencies ωeq and Ω, respectively. This triggers the approach to divide
the process force into two components

Fp = Fp,mean + Fp,chat,p , (3.6)

where Fp,mean represents the step-like changing mean value and Fp,chat,p the periodic
chattering part. Fig. 3.3(b) and (c) shows this decomposition. The high frequency
component has the switching frequency Ωsw as its fundamental frequency and can be
represented by a FOURIER series without mean value

Fp,chat,p =
∞∑
n=1

CncosnΩswt+ SnsinnΩswt , with Ωsw =
2nπt

Tsw

, (3.7)

and will be further defined as

Fp,chat,p(t) =

{
Fp,chat,p1 = ku2s , tsw,2j 6 t 6 tsw,2j+1

Fp,chat,p2 = ku1s , tsw,2j+1 6 t 6 tsw,2j+2
, (3.8)

where u1s and u2s represent a stored potential energy level with a fixed value, u1s =
−u2s, unlike the deformations u1 and u2 with a variable level in different switching
periods Tsw,j as shown in Fig. 3.3(a). The step-like changing mean value part Fp,mean

can be obtained as the average over each switching time span

Fp,mean,j =
1

Tsw

 tsw,2j+1∫
tsw,2j

Fp1(tsw,2j)dt+

tsw,2j+2∫
tsw,2j+1

Fp2(tsw,2j+1)dt

 , t ∈ [tsw,2j, tsw,2j+2] ,

(3.9)
To solve Fp,mean,j the process force according to Eq. (3.2) and Eq. (3.3) is substituted
into Eq. (3.9) and delivers

Fp,mean,j =
1

2
kx1 (tsw,2j+1) , t ∈ [tsw,2j, tsw,2j+2] . (3.10)
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The combination of each part in one function gives the step-like changing mean value
function

Fp,mean =
∞∑
j=1

Fp,mean,j [σ(tsw,2j)− σ(tsw,2j+2)] (3.11)

With this result, step one is finished.

In step two, the step-like changing mean value function Fp,mean is further decomposed
into a low and high frequency component as shown in Fig. 3.3. The low frequency
component Fp,low represents free and forced vibration as shown in Fig. 3.3(c) over a
short time, and Fig. 3.3(d) depicts its time behavior over a long time, where the area
chosen by a dotted frame is magnified in Fig. 3.3(c). The high frequency component
Fp,chat,np belongs to the chattering, however it is non-periodic. Although it seems to be
periodic in a short time as shown in Fig. 3.3(b), in fact it will slowly change with the
time behavior of Fp,low in Fig. 3.3(d). Thus, Fp,mean in Eq. (3.11) can be decomposed

(c)

0

F Tsw

t......

Ts

(b)

0

Tsw

t...
...

Ts

0

F Tsw

t......

Ts

(a)

p,lowF

t...
0 ...

Fp,mean
Fp,mean

Fp,mean

Fp,chat,np

(d)

Fp,low

Figure 3.3.: Decomposition for the step-like changing mean value function Fp,mean. (a)
Representation for Fp,mean; (b) Representation for Fp,chat,np; (c) Represen-
tation for Fp,low; (d) The time behavior of Fp,low for a long time.

into
Fp,mean = Fp,low + Fp,chat,np , (3.12)

such that Fp,low can be written as

Fp,low =
1

2
kx1 . (3.13)

With the combination of the first step results, the final decomposition for the process
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force Fp can be given by

Fp = Fp,low + Fp,chat,np + Fp,chat,p . (3.14)

Inserting Eq. (3.14) into Eq. (3.1), subtracting the term Fp,low, the system dynamics
are modified to

m1ẍ1 + keqx1 = F + Fp,chat,np + Fp,chat,p , (3.15)

where

keq =
1

2
k , ωeq =

√
2

2
ω0 . (3.16)

Compared to the system dynamics given by Eq. (2.42) and Eq. (2.43), Eq. (3.15)
shows 4S in steady state can be taken as an equivalent linear system with a natural
frequency ωeq, suffering from an external disturbance F and chattering disturbance,
Fp,chat,np and Fp,chat,p. Fp,chat,np is non-periodic, but owns a low amplitude and high
switching frequency Ωsw, whose output response can be neglected based on a low-pass
filtering property of the left side of Eq. (3.15). Fp,chat,p is periodic with a very large
amplitude, u1s = −u2s, and the same high frequency Ωsw. Accordingly, the general
solution x1(t) for steady state response based on Eq. (3.15) can be given by

x1(t) = x1h(t) + x1F (t) + x1Fp,chat,p(t) , (3.17)

where the term x1h(t) is the homogeneous solution, the other two terms x1F (t) and
x1Fp,chat,p(t) are the particular solutions related to the external disturbance F and the
periodic chattering part Fp,chat,p, respectively.

4S in steady state is identical to an open loop control with a duty cycle Dk1 of 0.5 as
mentioned in Subsection 2.3. Therein, low dynamic with respect to free and distur-
bance response components uses two equal springs resulting in an equivalent stiffness
keq. High frequency chattering uses only a single spring within one sampling period
Ts, which is related to each subsystem with natural frequency ω0. Therefore, the high
frequency chattering term x1Fp,chat,p(t) with respect to ω0 will be solved, but the low
frequency terms x1h(t) and x1F (t) will be considered at an equivalent natural frequency
ωeq. Due to Fp,chat,p being split into two parts according to Eq. (3.8), the particular
solution x1Fp,chat,p(t) can be expressed by

x1Fp,chat,p(t) =

{
x11Fp,chat,p(t), tsw,2j 6 t < tsw,2j+1

x12Fp,chat,p(t), tsw,2j+1 6 t 6 tsw,2j+2
, (3.18)

and

x11Fp,chat,p(t) = K1cos[ω0(t− tsw,2j)] +K2sin[ω0(t− tsw,2j)] + u2s , (3.19)

x12Fp,chat,p(t) = K3cos[ω0(t− tsw,2j+1)] +K4sin[ω0(t− tsw,2j+1)] + u1s . (3.20)

The transition conditions

x11Fp,chat,p(tsw,2j) = x12Fp,chat,p(tsw,2j+2) , x11Fp,chat,p(tsw,2j+1) = x12Fp,chat,p(tsw,2j+1) ,
(3.21)
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ẋ11Fp,chat,p(tsw,2j) = ẋ12Fp,chat,p(tsw,2j+2) , ẋ11Fp,chat,p(tsw,2j+1) = ẋ12Fp,chat,p(tsw,2j+1) ,
(3.22)

must be satisfied at the time instants tsw,2j, tsw,2j+1 and tsw,2j+2 due to a periodic
characteristic of the chattering. Here the subscript “11” stands for the time span
t ∈ [tsw,2j, tsw,2j+1] and “12” for the time span t ∈ [tsw,2j+1, tsw,2j+2]. According to
Eqs. (3.18)-(3.22), the coefficients K1, K2, K3, K4 are derived as

K1 = u1s = −K3 , K2 =
sin(ω0Ts)

1 + cos(ω0Ts)
u1s = −K4 . (3.23)

The homogeneous solution x1h(t) is given by

x1h(t) = K1hcos(ωeq(t− tsw,2j)) +K2hsin(ωeq(t− tsw,2j)) , (3.24)

and the term x1F (t) by

x1F (t) = K1F sin(ηdω0(t− tsw,2j)) , K1F =
2F̂

k(1− 2η2
d)
. (3.25)

Finally, inserting Eqs. (3.18), (3.24) and (3.25) into Eq. (3.17) results in the lumped
formulation for x1(t),

x1(t) = K1hcos(ωeq(t− tsw,2j)) +K2hsin(ωeq(t− tsw,2j)) +K1F sin(ηdω0(t− tsw,2j))
+ x1Fp,chat,p(t− tsw,2j) ,

(3.26)
where tsw,2j 6 t < tsw,2j+2. For the sake of simple formulation, here it is assumed that
tsw,2j = 0, the system goes into steady state. Given are the conditions,

x1(0) = x10 , ẋ1(0) = ẋ10 , x2(0) = x20 , tsw,2j = 0 , (3.27)

so the general solution x1(t) can be determined and the coefficients K1h, K2h are cal-
culated as

K1h = x10 , K2h =
ẋ10

ωeq

− ω0ηd
ωeq

K1F −
ω0

ωeq

K2 . (3.28)

Finally, the steady state system response is obtained. How to determine u1s, or in
other words, seek a vibration energy limit, will be discussed in the next section.

3.4. Necessary Conditions for Vibration Energy
Harvesting Limit

The spring forces become very large with the increase of the stored potential energy as
shown in Fig. 2.11. Each spring can only accelerate the payload m1 in one direction,
which leads to a unidirectional change of the payload velocity during each sample
period Ts. So the sign of the velocity ẋ1, as an example, can change in every sample
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period due to large spring force as shown in Fig. 3.4, where

ẋ1(tsw,2j) > 0 , ẋ1(tsw,2j+1) < 0 , ẋ1(tsw,2j+2) > 0 . (3.29)

Here tsw,2j, tsw,2j+1, and tsw,2j+2 are three adjacent switching time instants with a
time internal Ts, namely, T1,j = tsw,2j+1 − tsw,2j = Ts, T2,j = tsw,2j+2 − tsw,2j+1 = Ts

and Tsw,j = 2Ts. In order to find necessary conditions for the velocity components

t... ...0

x1

tsw,2j

T

T2, jT1, j

tsw,2j+1

tsw,2j+2

=Ts =Ts

=2Tssw, j

Figure 3.4.: Representation for the velocity response in one switching period Tsw,j.

due to chattering, free vibration and forced vibration to fulfil the inequality condi-
tions Eq. (3.29), the approximative time solution x1(t) from Eq. (3.26) is inserted into
Eq. (3.29). Evaluating the three inequality conditions leads to one common inequality
condition

ω0K2 > ωeq

√
K2

1h +K2
2h + ηdω0|K1F | . (3.30)

Substituting the expressions in Eq. (3.30) by their corresponding amplitudes of velocity
components in terms of chattering response ˆ̇x1Fp, free response ˆ̇x1h and disturbance
response ˆ̇x1F

ˆ̇x1Fp = ω0K2 , ˆ̇x1h = ωeq

√
K2

1h +K2
2h ,

ˆ̇x1F = ηdω0|K1F | ,

finally results in the necessary conditions for the velocity amplitude of each vibration
component

ˆ̇x1Fp > ˆ̇x1h + ˆ̇x1F . (3.31)

It is concluded that if the chattering amplitude ˆ̇x1Fp produced by the process force Fp

is larger than the sum of the other two parts, the system goes into steady state and
will not harvest vibration energy any more. Out of the inequality (3.30) also necessary
conditions for the system process parameters to obtain steady-state vibrations follow.
Substituting the integration constants K1,K2, K3, K4, K1h+,K1h in the inequality
(3.30) gives the inequality condition for the initial spring deformations u1s and u1s or
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the vibration energy harvesting limit

u1s = −u2s >

1 + cos

(
2π

ηs

)
sin

(
2π

ηs

) (
x2

10

4ω0ẋ10

+
ẋ10

2ω0

+
ηdF̂

k(η2
d − 1)

)
, (3.32)

where ωep =
√

2/2ω0 according to Eq. (3.16). It is obvious when the deformations
of the two springs are larger than a critical value, 4S allows a complete switching
during 2Ts as depicted in Fig. 3.4 and goes into steady state response. Based on the
fundamental inequality principle, Eq. (3.32) can be rewritten as

u1s = −u2s >

1 + cos(
2π

ηs

)

sin(
2π

ηs

)

(
ωeq

ω0

|x10|+
ηdF̂

k(η2
d − 1)

)
. (3.33)

If a zero initial condition is taken into consideration, x1(0) = 0 and ẋ1(0) = 0,
Eq. (3.33) will be further rewritten as

u1s = −u2s >

1 + cos(
2π

ηs

)

sin(
2π

ηs

)

ηd

η2
d − 1

F̂

k
. (3.34)

It can be deduced, that the pre-deformation of the springs depend on the static defor-

mation due to the external disturbance F̂
k

as well as on the dimensionless excitation
frequency ηd and sampling frequency ηs.

3.5. Numerical Analysis for Vibration Energy
Harvesting Limit

In order to validate the above conclusion, the analytical solution for steady state vi-
brations according to Eq. (3.26) and the numerical simulation for 4S in the closed
loop control with the velocity zero-crossing switching law Eq. 2.42 and Eq. 2.43 un-
der several groups of different initial conditions according to Eqs. (3.32)-(3.34) are
investigated.

3.5.1. Nonzero Initial Conditions

First, nonzero initial conditions, x1(0) 6= 0 and ẋ1(0) 6= 0, are considered. The sim-
ulation parameters are listed in Table 3.1, and the initial conditions as expressed in
Eq. (3.27), x1(0) = x10 = 0.2 m, ẋ1(0) = ẋ10 = 0.35 m/s, are used here as an ex-
ample. Based on Eq. (3.32) the critical deformations of two springs are obtained,
u1critical ≈ −u2critical = 96.951 m. Here x2(0), namely, u2s, takes four values of -50, -90,
-96.951 and -150, which represent different stored potential energy levels. The results
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are depicted in Fig. 3.5. Green line denotes the numerical simulation results in closed
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Figure 3.5.: System response for different deformations of two springs, u2critical =
−96.951 m, x1(0) = 0.2 m and ẋ1(0) = 0.35 m/s. (a) x2(0) = u2s =
−50 m; (b) x2(0) = u2s = −90 m; (c) x2(0) = u2s = −96.951 m; (d)
x2(0) = us = −150 m. (Green: simulation in closed loop control; Red:
analytical solution in open loop control)

loop control, and red line stands for the analytical solution, where 4S switches within
every sampling period Ts.

Fig. 3.5(a)-(d) show that the analytical steady-state solution always oscillates like a
passive system. This phenomena has been mentioned in Subsection 2.3. But the
system response in closed loop control shows an obvious difference under different
stored potential energies, denoted by u2s. Fig. 3.5(a) shows that when the spring
deformation quantity |u2s| < |u2critical|, that is to say, not enough potential energy is
stored in the springs, 4S continues responding to the switching law and harvesting
vibration energy. As a result, the system chatters around the initial position x1(0).
With an increase in the spring deformation u2s, more potential energy is stored in the
system and it shows a larger amplitude oscillation as illustrated in Fig. 3.5(b). From
Fig. 3.5(c)-(d) it is clear to see that if the spring deformation quantity |u2s)| ≥ |u2critical|,
namely, enough potential energy is stored in the system, these two system response
curves match quite well. This means that the system does not harvest vibration energy
any longer and acts like an open loop control system and oscillates finally. Thus, it
is concluded that vibration energy harvesting limit may occur in the proposed system
governed by the switching law according to Eq. (2.38).

3.5.2. Zero Initial Conditions

Apart from nonzero initial conditions, zero initial conditions are also considered here,
x1(0) = 0 and ẋ1(0) = 0. According to Eq. (3.34), when the energy harvesting limit
occurs, |u2critical| = 32.1524. Similarly, both the simulation analysis in closed loop
control and the analytical solution are executed and the results are shown in Fig. 3.6.
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The other parameters are listed in Table 3.1. Like what happens under nonzero initial
conditions, when |u2s| ≥ 32.1524, 4S does not harvest kinetic energy any more and
oscillates similar to an open loop control system as depicted in Fig. 3.6(c) and (d).
Differing from the nonzero initial condition case with a critical limit of |u2critical| =
96.951, the free response term disappears in the zero initial condition case, having a
critical limit of |u2critical| = 32.1524 as shown in Fig. 3.6(c), according to Eq. (3.26)
and Eq. (3.28). 4S oscillates based on the superposition of the disturbance response
and chattering response terms.
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Figure 3.6.: System response for different deformations of springs, u2critical =
−32.1524 m, x1(0) = 0 and ẋ1(0) = 0. (a) x2(0) = u2s = −10 m;
(b) x2(0) = u2s = −25 m; (c) x2(0) = u2s = −32.1524 m; (d)
x2(0) = u2s = −50 m. (Green: simulation in closed loop control; Red:
analytical solution)

3.5.3. Extended Time Numerical Simulation

As shown in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6, there must exist a vibration energy harvesting limit in
system response. When the system has stored the maximum potential energy, denoted
by u2critical, it will go into steady state response. In order to show the entire vibration
energy harvesting process, from zero to the maximum, the numerical simulation is
executed for a long time. The model parameters are listed in Table 3.1 and the results
are depicted in Fig. 3.7. The left side zoomed-in subfigure pairs [(b), (d), (f), (h)]
show the free and disturbance response terms, where t ∈ [t0, t0 + 20]. In order to
further show the chattering response, the right side subfigure pairs [(c), (e), (g), (i)]
are drawn at t ∈ [t0 + 10, t0 + 10.05], where t0 = 106 s.

From Fig. 3.7(a) it is obvious that the system harvests the maximum potential energy
at t ≈ 9.2× 105 s and then goes into steady state. Afterwards, the displacement of the
payload, x1 and the deformations of two springs, u1 and u2 remain at an equilibrium-
like position. Note that this is not a strict equilibrium but chattering around an
equilibrium position. As mentioned before, the steady state response consists of a free
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response term with the frequency ωeq, a disturbance response term with the frequency
Ω as depicted in subfigure pairs [(b), (d), (f), (h)], and a chattering response term
with the frequency Ωsw in subfigure pairs [(c), (e), (g), (i)]. When 4S goes into steady
state, a large enough potential energy stored in two springs makes the chattering
velocity amplitude larger than the sum of the free and disturbance response according
to Eq. (3.30) and Eq. (3.31). As a result, the sign of velocity will change within
every sampling period Ts as shown in Fig. 3.7(i). Fig. 3.7(h) shows that similar to the
displacement response, the velocity of payload ẋ1 also varies periodically.

When the system goes into steady state, the switching law allows 4S to behave like an
open loop controlled system with the duty cycle Dk1 = 0.5 as mentioned in Section 2.3.
If Dk1 = 0.5, the entire system can be seen as a passive system with two identical
springs in serial with each other, where the displacement of payload, x1 is the sum of
the deformations of two springs, u1 and u2. Meanwhile, the amplitude of the former
is two times that of the latter. The equivalent natural period of the system, marked
by Teq in Fig. 3.7(f), is equal to 8.8871 s, which agrees with Eq. (2.35).
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Figure 3.7.: System response for a long time, here t0 = 106 s. (a) Lumped system
response for a long time; (b), (d), (f) and (h): Zoomed-in pictures at
t0 = 106 s marked by dot dash line in (a); (c), (e), (g) and (i): Zoomed-in
pictures at t0 + 10 s marked by dot dash line in (b), (d), (f) and (h),
respectively.



CHAPTER 4

Experimental Validation

4.1. Introduction

As mentioned in Subsection 2.4.3, a fast clamping device, namely, a mechanical switch,
is required for 4S to achieve fast stiffness switching as shown in Fig. 2.11, therein
ηs = 1000. In practice it is difficult to design such a fast mechanical switch, therefore
the proposed vibration control strategy should be applied to a low natural frequency
system with a low stiffness or a high inertial payload. Considering the cost of a test
rig, an electromagnet actuator is used as the mechanical switch firstly. The settling
time of an electromagnet actuator ranges from several to several tens of milliseconds.
This constrains 4S to work under a low switching frequency of several tens to several
hundreds of Hertz. In order to achieve a reliable switching, system sampling frequency
ωs should not be extremely high due to switching frequency ωsw being determined by
the sampling frequency. A high sampling frequency will result in a high switching
frequency and for this a fast mechanical switch is needed.

A low translation system stiffness contributes to a low dynamic system design but
leads to a relatively large linear deformation and further enlarges a setup space. To
avoid this, a rotational test rig is taken into consideration. The natural frequency of a
rotational dynamic system ω0 is given by

ω0 =

√
kθ
J

=

√
kθ∑
mir2

i

, i = 1, 2, ... (4.1)

where kθ is rotational stiffness, J is the moment of inertia of the protected payload
and mi, ri are the corresponding effective rotation mass and radius.

In this chapter, at first, the operation principle and modeling of a rotational test rig are
considered. Following is the setup construction including the mechanical structure and
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electronic part. After that the experiment investigating vibration energy harvesting
and vibration reduction performance is carried out.

4.2. Operation Principle and Modeling of Setup

4.2.1. Operation Principle

A compact rotational setup is introduced as shown in Fig. 4.1, where the model in
Fig. 4.1(a) is added to aid in understanding the rotational setup. Considering the two
springs to be not equal in reality due to a manufacturing error, different stiffness k1

and k2 are used here.
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Figure 4.1.: Schematic for 4S setup. (a) Translation model of 4S; (b) Schematic for
rotational test rig.

The setup consists of two spiral springs, a primary plate, an armature-shaft, three
bearing blocks, two electromagnet-plates and a DC motor. The electromagnet-plate
here refers to a circular plate with eight built-magnet cores attached. These eight mag-
net cores are distributed evenly in the circumferential direction to produce an evenly
distributed friction force on the armature when they are attracted to the armature.
There exist two rotation blocks in the system, the first one is composed of the DC mo-
tors rotor, coupling and primary plate, and the second one is the armature-shaft. An
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armature-shaft consists of one armature and one rotation shaft, which are connected
together. The armature-shaft and two electromagnet-plates constitute a bidirectional
clamping device, which works as two mechanical switches, in other words, two electro-
magnetic switches or one bidirectional electromagnetic switch as marked in Fig. 4.1(b).
One end of two spiral springs is fixed on the armature-shaft and the other ends are
fixed on the primary plate and the base, respectively.

For a rotation case, the moment of inertia of the system, determined by both of the
mass and geometry of a rotation block according to Eq. (4.1), plays an important role
on system dynamics. The connection point mass, marked in Fig. 4.1(a), is theoretically
neglected as mentioned in Subsection 2.2.3. Therefore, in order to satisfy the above
mentioned massless condition, two design aspects must be considered. One is that the
moment of inertia of the armature-shaft should be as low as possible and the other
is the moment of inertia of the primary plate as high as possible. With the aim of
increasing the moment of inertia of the primary plate, not only its mass but also its
geometry variables might be taken into consideration according to Eq. (4.1).

Whether or not two springs are active depends on the attraction between the armature-
shaft and two electromagnet-plates. The operation principle can be described as fol-
lows. When electromagnet-plate 2 is powered on, the electromagnetic force allows
the connection of the armature-shaft to the base, namely, s2 is closed as shown in
Fig. 4.1(a). As a result, spiral spring 2, namely, k2 is blocked and spiral spring 1, k1 is
active and the non-energized electromagnet-plate 1 would follow the primary plate and
rotate together. Spiral spring 1, k1 would be extended and harvests kinetic energy as
potential energy stored in spring 1 according to the switching law in Eq. (2.38). When
the switching between two stiffness states occurs, electromagnet-plate 2 is powered off
and electromagnet-plate 1 powered on. The electromagnetic force would connect the
armature-shaft to the primary plate. Consequently, the primary plate, electromagnet-
plate 1 and armature-shaft are combined together and driven by the DC motor, namely,
s1 is closed and s2 is open as shown in Fig. 4.1(a). At this time phase, spiral spring
1, k1 is blocked and spiral spring 2, k2 is active, compressed and would harvest kinetic
energy.

4.2.2. Modeling

The lumped model of the rotational setup is depicted in Fig. 4.2(a) with Fig. 4.2(b)
being the corresponding translational model. The previously mentioned system refers
to a translational model, where the connection point is assumed to be massless. Here
a rotational setup is designed. The connection point, namely, the armature-shaft has
massm2 or moment of inertia, J2, but it is still neglected initially in order to match with
the aforementioned theory analysis. Of course, the moment of inertia of the primary
plate J1 being much larger than J2 makes this more reasonable. The electromagnetic
force friction-based clamping device is still simplified to be an ideal switch as denoted
by s1 and s2. System damping including viscous damping and Coulomb damping is
considered. The system dynamics can be expressed as follows. The deformations of
two spiral springs u1 and u2 can be given by

u1 := θ1 − θ2 , u2 := θ2 , (4.2)
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Figure 4.2.: Simplified model of the 4S setup. (a) Partly simplified rotation model with
damping; (b) Simplified translation model with damping.

where θ1 and θ2 are the rotation angles of the primary plate and the armature-shaft,
respectively. Accordingly, the two spiral springs torques Mk1, Mk2 are given by

Mk1 = kθ1u1 , Mk2 = kθ2u2 . (4.3)

The frictional moment Mf includes viscous damping Mfv such as air damping, and
Coulomb damping Mfc around a bearing and a sensor. Mf1 can be expressed by

Mf1 = Mfv1 +Mfc1 , Mfv1 = d1(θ̇1 − θ̇2) , (4.4)

and Mf2 is given by
Mf2 = Mfv2 +Mfc2 , Mfv2 = d1θ̇2 , (4.5)

here Mfc1 and Mfc2 are complicated to formulate and not given. These damping can
be further confirmed in experiments.

When S = [1, 0], electromagnet-plate 1 is powered off and electromagnet-plate 2
powered on. The armature-shaft is connected to the base. As a result, spiral spring 2
is blocked and spring 1 is active. Similar to the translation model in Subsection 2.2.3,
the motion equation of the system will be given by

J1θ̈1 = Md −Mk1 −Mf1 , θ2 = θ2(tsw,i) , (4.6)

where tsw,i is the ith switching time instant as expressed in Subsection 2.2.3. Md is
the external disturbance torque produced by a DC motor, similar to the disturbance
F depicted in Fig. 4.2(b).

In the case S = [0, 1], where spiral spring 1 is not active but spiral spring 2 active,
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the system dynamics can be given by

J1θ̈1 = Md −Mk2 −Mf2 , θ2 = θ1 − [θ1(tsw,i)− θ2(tsw,i)] . (4.7)

In order to achieve a pure stiffness system as mentioned in the theory analysis, the
frictional torque Mf should be as low as possible. Similar to the theory model according
to Eq. (2.15)-Eq. (2.16), a compact formulation for the rotational model can be given
by

J1θ̈1 + kθθ1 = Md +Mp(S) (4.8)

and

θ2(S) =

{
θ2(tsw,i) if S(t) = [1, 0]

θ1 − [θ1(tsw,i)− θ2(tsw,i)] if S(t) = [0, 1]
, (4.9)

and the process torque Mp(S) is given by

Mp(S) =

{
kθu2 if S(t) = [1, 0]
kθu1 if S(t) = [0, 1]

, (4.10)

where kθ1 = kθ2 = kθ and the damping is not considered. Considering the difference of
two springs and the moment of inertia of armature-shaft J2, the natural frequencies of
two undamped subsystems, denoted by J1-kθ1 and (J1 + J2)-kθ1 here, differ from the
aforementioned one according to Eq. (2.21) and can be given by

ω01 =

√
kθ1
J1

and ω02 =

√
kθ2

J1 + J2

. (4.11)

If J1 � J2 and kθ1 ≈ kθ2 are set in design, ω01 ≈ ω02, which agrees with the men-
tioned theory model. The attraction and releasing between the electromagnet-plate
and armature-shaft creates the switching between two stiffness states. During this
process, the armature-shaft moves between two electromagnet-plates in the vertical
direction with an air gap of δ as shown in Fig. 4.2(a), where the armature lies in the
middle of air gap. The linear motion equation of armature in the vertical direction can
be given by

m2δ̈ = Fem , (4.12)

where m2 is the mass of armature and Fem is an electromagnetic force. As such, the
needed motion time tmotion of the proposed mechanical switch can be written as

tmotion =

√
2δm2

Fem

. (4.13)

In order to obtain a realizable switching between two stiffness states and reduce the
effect of a switching delay governed by tmotion on the system response, the switching
time tmotion should be as low as possible, namely,

tmotion � Ts . (4.14)

where Ts is the sampling period. To achieve a reliable clamping, the stored potential
energy, namely, spiral spring torques Mk1 and Mk2 should satisfy with the following
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inequality,
(Mk1 +Mk2) < Mc . (4.15)

where Mc is defined as the clamping torque or frictional torque produced by the me-
chanical switch. It is obvious to see that the stored potential energy denoted by Mk1

and Mk2 must be always lower than an external provided energy partly represented
by Mc. If the above condition holds, the spiral spring can be blocked. The clamping
torque Mc can be expressed by

Mc = Femrem , (4.16)

where rem is an effective distance between electromagnet force Fem acting point and
rotation shaft. The simulation analysis is executed in Matlab/Simulink, where the
motion time of the armature-shaft tmotion is not considered initially to simplify the
simulation analysis.

4.3. Setup Construction

4.3.1. Mechanical Structure

For 4S, as a switching system, a mechanical switch is important and would directly
determine the system performance. As such, the design of a mechanical switch will be
explained in detail in the following subsection.

Mechanical switch unit

The electromagnetic switch is a kind of friction-based clamping device based on an
electromagnetic actuator. Through the attraction and releasing between the armature-
shaft and electromagnet-plate, the connection or disconnection of two spiral springs
to or from the primary plate can be realized. With the aim of a reliable attrac-
tion, the electromagnetic torque should be not only large enough but also evenly
distributed in circumferential direction on the surface of armature. As a result, a
ring-arranged electromagnet-plate and a hollow armature structure are proposed as
shown in Fig. 4.3(a). Eight U-magnets are evenly arranged in an aluminium housing
and share one coil to reduce space. Magnetic cores are chosen to be the stacking struc-
ture consisting of metal sheets in order to reduce the intensity of eddy current losses
and keep a high flux carrying capacity. The provided static electromagnetic force Fem

can be given by

Fem =
B2Aem

2µ0

· n , (4.17)

where Aem is the working area of an electromagnet and n is the number of electromag-
nets, here n = 8. µ0 is the vacuum permeability and B is magnetic flux density and
can be given by

B =
Θµ0

2δ
, Θ = Ni , (4.18)
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Figure 4.3.: Schematic for the build-up of a mechanical switch. (a) CAD model for
an armature and a ring-arranged electromagnet plate; (b) Prototype of a
ring-arranged electromagnet plate.

where N is the number of coils and i is the current applied to an electromagnet and
Θ is magnetomotive force. Here compared to the reluctance produced by air gap, the
reluctance produced by an magnet core is small and can be neglected. The relationship
between the current i and voltage U for the electromagnet can be given by

U = iR + L(δ)
di

dt
+ i

dL(δ)

dδ

dδ

dt
, (4.19)

where R is the resistance of coils and L(δ) is a variable inductance with respect to the
variation of air gap. In order to fix the coil and magnet cores, the housing is filled
with transparent epoxy resins. This experimental ring-arranged electromagnet-plate is
shown in Fig. 4.3(b). Unalloyed structural steel 1.0037 is used for the armature design.
Cast steel C5 is used for the U magnet cores(information from Gebrueder Waasner
Elektrotechnische Fabrik GmbH, SM42 C5-110). The electromagnetic force causes
the vertical translation of armature-shaft, as depicted in Fig. 4.2(a), and allows the
clamping and releasing of the electromagnet-plate and armature-shaft. A long motion
time of the armature-shaft will result in a switching delay and strongly affect the
system response. In order to reduce the motion time of armature-shaft, a lightweight
armature is required. For this a hollow circular armature structure is used as shown
in Fig. 4.3(a). Meanwhile, the cross section of the armature should be large enough to
increase magnetic flux and reduce magnetic resistance.

Here, two designs for the outside radius R of the armature are proposed as depicted in
Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5, where subfigures (a) and (b) represent the magnetic field lines in
different viewing directions. The inside diameter r of the armature is determined by
the outside radius of the used spiral spring as mentioned in the following subsection.
a and b are the two sides of the U-magnet working area and c represents the distance
between two magnetic poles N and S. The first design aims to reduce the thickness
of the armature with a larger outside radius R and meanwhile, in order to avoid an
oversized cross section, the distance from the rand of the magnet working area to
the rand of the armature is set to be a/2 considering the symmetrical distribution
of magnetic field. The second design aims to decrease the outside radius R of the
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Figure 4.4.: Schematic for the magnetic field lines distribution for the first design.

armature as much as possible. The distance from the rand of the magnet working area
to the rand of the armature is nearly zero. The minimum thickness of armature d1min

in Fig. 4.4 and d2min in Fig. 4.5 according to Eq. (B.3) can be given by

d1min ≈
ab

2(a+ b)
, and d2min ≈

ab

a+ 2b
, (4.20)

Although d1min is smaller than d2min, it is proven that the armature volume for the
first design is larger than the second one according to Eq. (B.9). Therefore, the second
design is taken.

N
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bN

S

d2min

(b)(a)

c

r

R

Figure 4.5.: Schematic for the magnetic field lines distribution for the second design.

Because the armature, not the armature-shaft, moves axially in the working air gap
between the two electromagnet-plates, a reasonably low axial stiffness of the armature
is able to avoid the reduction of effective normal electromagnetic force acting on the
armature. At the same time, the armature should also be stiff enough to transmit
circumferential torque from the primary plate to rotation shaft, here a triangle spring
is designed as depicted in Fig. 4.6. Fig. 4.6(a) is the experimental triangle spring and
Fig. 4.6(b) shows the stress analysis when the maximum axial deformation, equaling
to the maximal working air gap between two electromagnet-plates, δ = 1 mm, is
applied to the triangular spring. Except the stress concentration, the design can be
accepted in experiment. A corresponding axial deformation force Fd produced by an
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Figure 4.6.: Schematic for the triangle spring. (a) Experimental triangle spring; (b)
Stress analysis for the triangular spring structure; (c) Relationship between
the force and the axial deformation as denoted by the working air gap of
electromagnet δ.

axial deformation of the triangle spring is larger than 45 N as shown in Fig. 4.6(c),
which shows the nonlinear relationship between the axial deformation force Fd and the
axial deformation. In fact, the applied working air gap in experiment is about 0.6 mm.
This means Fd ≈ 15 N. According to Eq. (4.13), the motion time tmotion of armature
from one electromagnet plate to the other can be approximately modified to

tmotion =

√
2δm2

Fem − Fd

. (4.21)

Here m2 = 0.33 kg, δ = 0.6 mm and Fem = 35 N according to Eq. (4.17), so the motion
time tmotion of the armature from one electromagnet to the other is 4.5 ms. As a result,
the sampling time Ts of the controller should be larger than 4.5 ms. Fig. 4.7 shows the
construction of the armature-shaft. The armature and triangle spring are connected

Armature

Triangle
 spring

Rotation
   shaft

   Sleeves

Bolt

Figure 4.7.: Build up of the armature-shaft.

through three bolts and then can be fixed on a rotation shaft through the squeezing
of sleeves.
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Spring unit

A spiral spring (Gebr. Schmidt Federnspezialfabrik GmbH) is used for potential energy
storage on the rotational test rig. The rotational stiffness kθ is given by

kθ =
Ebt3

12l
, l = πn(Ro +Ri) , (4.22)

where E is the elastic modulus of the spiral spring material; b, t and l are the width,
thickness and length of a spiral spring, respectively; Ro and Ri are the outside and
inside radius of the spiral spring. The maximum acceptable torque Mkmax can be
expressed by

Mkmax =
σbt2

6
, (4.23)

where σ is the yield strength of the spiral springs material. As such, the potential
energy harvesting level of the rotational setup should be lower than Mkmax. The above
spiral spring design principle is from the company. The fixture of a real spiral spring
is shown in Fig. 4.8, where one end of the spiral spring is fixed on the circular plate
by a bolt and the other is inserted into the groove of a sleeve.

Spiral
spring

Bolt

Groove

Electromagnet
       -plate

Figure 4.8.: Fixture of a spiral spring in an electromagnet-plate.

Lumped mechanical setup

The lumped mechanical setup is shown in Fig. 4.9. In order to see the internal structure
of 4S, marked by a blue rectangular frame in the upper subfigure, a CAD cross-sectional
view is shown in the lower subfigure. To avoid the spiral spring coils falling off and
contacting the wall of electromagnet-plate due to gravity, the setup is hung vertically
fixed on an aluminum frame. Considering the massless connection point in the theory
analysis, the moment of inertia of the armature-shaft should be much lower than that
of the primary plate. Thus, an auxiliary rotation block is fixed to the primary plate.
After that, the ratio of the moment of inertia of the primary state to that of the
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armature-shaft is 15.37. As a result, the moment of inertia of the armature-shaft can
be neglected in modeling.

Sensor and electric drive

Two incremental rotary encoders are used for the angular positioning of the primary
plate and armature-shaft. One is from Hohner Elektrotechnik GmbH, PR90-11C1C-
C, and has a resolution of 16384 pulse per turn. The other is from Dr. Johannes
Heidenhain GmbH, ROD 426.000B, and owns a resolution of 10000 pulses per turn.
According to the aforementioned switching law Eq. (2.38), an accurate switching be-
tween two stiffness states requires an accurate real-time acquisition of the angular
position of the primary plate. Therefore, the former is used for the primary plate and
the latter for the armature-shaft. The moment of inertia of the rotary encoders rotors
are 30 (g · cm2) and 26 (g · cm2), respectively. They can be neglected when compared
to the primary plate. The starting torque of two sensors rotors, seen as frictional
torque, is lower than 0.01 Nm. The two sensors are connected to the output shaft of
a DC motor and the armature-shaft by means of two couplings, respectively.

A graphite brushed DC motor from Maxon Motor GmbH, DCX32L, with the advantage
of high reliability, simple control and low cost, is used for the production of an external
disturbance acting on the primary plate.

4.3.2. Power Electronics

Current control scheme for electromagnet

The current control for electromagnet is schematically shown in Fig. 4.10. In order to
reduce electric power loss and overheating, a switching power circuit, Motor Control
Shield with BTN8982TA for Arduino(Infineon Company), is applied. It mainly consists
of a H bridge circuit. A hysteresis controller is used to reduce the chattering frequency
resulting from a switching power electronic. The reference current iem, ref , governing
the power on-off states of two electromagnets, is controlled by the switching law. The
high-low signal level from the hysteresis controller determines the positive and negative
circuit of H Bridge. As such, a switching voltage is exerted on an electromagnet.

Current control for DC motor

A specified disturbance torque is needed for the validation of vibration reduction per-
formance and vibration energy harvesting of the proposed vibration control system.
Therefore, the disturbance torque should be accurately provided and controlled. Con-
sidering the difficulty and the cost of direct torque control for a DC motor and the
linear relationship between the current in the motor and the output torque, a current
control scheme for the DC motor is applied here. First, the governing equations to
describe the system dynamics of a DC motor are given by

Md = Ktim , (4.24)
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Figure 4.9.: Lumped mechanical setup.
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Figure 4.10.: The current control for electromagnet.

and

L
dim
dt

+Rim +Keθ̇1 = U , (4.25)

where Md is the output torque of the DC motor, namely, the disturbance torque as
mentioned in Eq. (4.6) and Eq. (4.7). R, L, Kt, Ke are the moment of inertia of the
motors rotor, electric resistance, electric inductance, torque constant, and electromo-
tive force constant, respectively. In order to obtain the needed torque, a current PI
control for the DC motor is applied as shown in Fig. 4.11, where im,ref is the demand
current of the DC motor and decided by the reference disturbance torque Md, ref . Here
Motor Model 1, marked in Fig. 4.11 is 1/Kt according to Eq. (4.24). Meanwhile, a
model-based voltage feed forward control is added to speed up system response and de-
crease the steady state error as well. Due to the angular velocity of the primary plate,
θ̇1 being very low, Motor Model 2 only consists of the electric resistance R according
to Eq. (4.25).
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+

  Motor
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Amplifier 
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Figure 4.11.: Current control for the used DC motor.
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4.3.3. Lumped System

The lumped system consists of a Mechanical Unit, Velocity Zero-crossing Decision
Unit, Current Control for DC Motor Unit, and Current Control for Electromagnet
Unit, as shown in Fig. 4.12. A specified disturbance torque Md is exerted on the
mechanical unit, which responds accordingly to the proposed velocity zero-crossing
switching law. Depending on the state variable θ̇1 feedback control information, the
switching control vector S will govern the power on-off state of two electromagnets.
This allows the bidirectional electromagnetic switch, as shown in Fig. 4.9, to connect
or disconnect two spiral springs to the primary plate. By means of such a system,
vibration reduction performance and vibration energy harvesting can be realized.
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Figure 4.12.: Schematic for the lumped controlled rotational test rig.

4.4. Experiment

In this section, the experiments to validate the vibration energy harvesting and vi-
bration reduction performance of the proposed system are executed using the design
parameters listed in Table. 4.1. The rotational stiffness of two spiral springs, kθ1 and kθ2
are considered to be equal based on the data sheet from the company (Gebr. Schmidt
Federnspezialfabrik GmbH). In fact, these two springs are not the same, as will be for-
mulated in the following subsection. The maximum torque for one spiral spring Mkmax

can be calculated according to Eq. (4.23). This will limit the maximum rotation an-
gle of the primary plate. The maximum clamping torque Mc represents the working
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ability of the bidirectional electromagnetic switch and determines the vibration energy
harvesting level. The maximum vibration energy harvesting level should be lower than
half of Mc in order to obtain a reliable attraction between the electromagnet-plate and
armature-shaft according to Eq. (4.15). The frictional torque of the bearings, Mb is
provided by SKF, 2200 ETN9 and the maximum disturbance torque produced by a
DC motor is also provided by Maxon Motor GmbH, DCX32L. According to Eq. (2.38),

Table 4.1.: System Design Parameters.

Name Symbol Value Unit
Moment of inertia of the primary plate J1 0.121 kg ·m2

Moment of inertia of the armature-shaft J2 0.008 kg ·m2

Stiffness of spiral spring kθ 0.12 Nm/rad
Frictional torque of bearing Mb 0.008 Nm
Max. torque of spiral spring Mkmax 0.677 Nm

Max. clamping torque Mc 1.85 Nm
Max. disturbance torque Mdmax 0.1 Nm

Dimensionless frequency of the disturbance ηd variable -
Dimensionless sampling frequency ηs variable -

the switching law for the rotational test rig can be given by

S(t) =

{
[1, 0] if θ̇1z ≥ 0

[0, 1] if θ̇1z < 0
, (4.26)

and

k(t) =

{
kθ1 if θ̇1z ≥ 0

kθ2 if θ̇1z < 0
, (4.27)

with the use of the zero-order-hold function of angular velocity Eq. (4.28)

θ̇1z(θ̇1, Ts) =
∞∑
n=0

θ̇1(nTs)[σ(t− nTs)− σ(t− (n+ 1)Ts)] , n ∈ N , (4.28)

or
θ̇1z(t, Ts) = θ̇1(nTs) , n ∈ N , nTs ≤ t < (n+ 1)Ts , (4.29)

where Ts is the sampling period of the controller, and σ(t) is the unit step function. In
order to determine the sampling period Ts, the natural frequency ω0 of each subsystem
should be determined according to Eq. (2.51). This switching law will be tested. In
the following sections system parameter identification is initially executed.

4.4.1. System Parameter Identification

The current control for a DC motor is tested and as an example, a desired harmonic
disturbance torque,

Md(t) = Ktîm sin(Ωt) = M̂d sin(Ωt) . (4.30)
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is applied as shown in Fig 4.13, where Kt is the torque constant of the DC motor,
Kt = 0.0585 Nm/A and the current of the motor im is measured. Here the DC motor
is connected to the primary plate and they rotate together. It is not difficult to see
that the current controller allows the real-time current to track the reference current
well and this can be further used for other experiments.
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Figure 4.13.: Example for the current control of the DC motor.

In order to determine the natural frequency of each subsystem ω0, according to Eq. (2.21)
and further set the sampling frequency ωs of the controller accurately, the system pa-
rameters such as system stiffness and damping are first identified. In fact, two subsys-
tems in experimental analysis, denoted by J1-kθ1 and (J1 + J2)-kθ2, are not the same
as in the theory analysis, m1-k, due to two stiffness being equal, k1 = k2 = k, and
the connection point mass m2 being neglected. Considering there might exist viscous
damping such as air damping and Coulomb friction torque around the bearings and
sensors, the hysteresis relationship between the driving torque Md and the rotation
angle θ1 of the primary plate is investigated. The results are shown by red points in
Fig. 4.14(a) and Fig. 4.15(a), where three cycles of rotation for the primary plate in
each figure are carried out. Here î = 1.5 A, Ω = 0.11 rad/s, in order to reach a quasi
static state measurement.

Fig. 4.14(a) shows the results, when spring 1 is active. In this case only the primary
plate rotates and the system moment of inertia is J1. To solve system stiffness, two
sets of data, denoted by blue and cyan points, standing for two different rotation
directions, are used for linear regression. The regression lines are denoted by black
lines are shown and demonstrate the linear relationship between the driving torque,
namely, the disturbance torque Md as mentioned in Subsection 4.2.2, and the rotation
angle θ1. As shown in Fig. 4.14(a), the upper and lower fitting lines are expressed by

Md = 0.1513θ1 + 0.0109 , and Md = 0.1489θ1 − 0.0065. (4.31)

As such, the mean value of the stiffness kθ1 according to Eq. (4.31) is taken as
(0.1513+0.1489)/2 ≈ 0.15 Nm/rad and the Coulomb friction torque Mfcl, as mentioned
in Subsection 4.2.2, is (0.0109−(−0.0065))/2 = 0.0087 Nm. In order to obtain the vis-
cous damping d1 of the subsystem J1-kθ1, a numerical simulation considering Coulomb
friction and viscous damping is executed in MATLAB/Simulink and the results are
shown in Fig. 4.14(b), where the system responds under non-zero initial conditions.
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In order to match the experiment, the viscous damping ratio D1, D1 = d1/2
√
kθ1J1

in modeling is changed step by step, until both of them agree well, and D1 is set to
0.023.
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Figure 4.14.: System identification when spring 1 is active. (a) The hysteresis rela-
tionship between the output torque of motor and the rotation angle of
primary plate; (b) System response under a non-zero initial position.

Fig. 4.15(a) shows the system identification results when spring 2 is active, namely, the
primary plate and armature-shaft rotate together, θ1 = θ2. It is related to subsystem
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Figure 4.15.: System identification when spring 2 is active. (a) The hysteresis rela-
tionship between the output torque of motor and the rotation angle of
primary plate; (b) System response under a non-zero initial position.

2, denoted by (J1 + J2)-kθ1. The fitting lines can be expressed by

Md = 0.1567θ1 + 0.0146 , Md = 0.1553θ1 − 0.0037 . (4.32)
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Similar to the analysis for subsystem 1, the mean value of the stiffness kθ2 is taken
as 0.156 Nm/rad and the Coulomb friction torque is set to 0.0092 Nm. The nu-
merical analysis is also finished and the fitting viscous damping ratio D2, D2 =
d2/2

√
kθ2(J1 + J2), equals to 0.02.

The system parameter identification is summarized in Table. 4.2. Here Tdsim is the
natural period of the damped subsystems, J1-kθ1-d1 and (J1 +J2)-kθ2-d2, for the simu-
lation analysis and Tdexp for the experiment as shown in Fig. 4.14(b) and Fig. 4.15(b).
Here the stiffness of two springs slightly differ from the theoretical calculation results
listed in Table 4.1. The error between the simulation and experimental damped natural
period, Tdsim and Tdexp, is low and the system identification parameters can be further
applied for other experiment analysis. The sampling period Ts or sampling frequency
ωs of the controller can be determined, according to

ωs = ηsω0 , (4.33)

where ηs is set to 100 in experiment, not 1000 as in the theoretical analysis, consider-
ing the switching delay td of a mechanical switch. The natural frequency ω01 of the
undamped subsystem 1, J1-kθ1, is equal to 1.113 rad/s according to Eq. (4.11). As
such, the sampling frequency ωs is set be 111.3 rad/s and the sampling time Ts is
approximately equal to 56.45 ms.

Table 4.2.: System Identification Results.

System kθ(Nm/rad) D Mfc(Nm) Tdsim(s) Tdexp(s) Error(%)
Subsystem 1 0.15 0.023 0.0087 5.7 5.624 1.34
Subsystem 2 0.156 0.02 0.0092 5.57 5.699 2.32
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Figure 4.16.: Switching time with respect to current of two electromagnets, iem. (a)
Electromagnet 1 is powered on and electromagnet 2 is powered off; (b)
Electromagnet 1 is powered off and electromagnet 2 is powered on.

In order to evaluate switching time of a mechanical switch, the current applied to
the two electromagnets is measured as depicted in Fig. 4.16 and a correspondingly
controlled supply voltage measurement is shown in B.2. Subfigure (a) shows that at
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beginning the current iem1 of electromagnet 1, denoted by red line, increases slowly due
to coils inductance and then goes into an oscillation state responding to the current
control strategy as depicted in Fig. 4.10, which is a property of a switching power
electronics and the mean value of the oscillating current is close to a reference current
of 1 A. After an oscillation duration the current iem1 falls off because motion of ar-
mature will change the electromotive force, which results in a current decrease until
the armature and electromagnet are tightly attracted together according to Eq.( 4.19).
Therefore, the time span as chosen by two dot-dashed lines can be taken as switch-
ing time of the mechanical switch. From subfigure(a) and (b), the switching time of
two mechanical switches, or in other words, switching delay td is 21 ms and 24 ms,
respectively. It is obviously larger than the motion time of armature tmotion, which
does not consider the settling time of electronics and the effect of eddy current in an
electromagnet. Of course, this is lower than the chosen sampling time 56.45 ms. This
is beneficial for an accurate stiffness switching. It means that 4S is able to achieve a
stiffness switching in one sampling period and further experiments can be executed.

4.4.2. Step Response

In this section, the velocity zero-crossing switching law, according to Eq. (4.27), would
be experimentally validated.

First, the step response of the experimental setup is executed. Considering the nominal
output torque of the used DC motor, a step torque, Md = 0.0585 Nm, namely, im =
1 A, is applied as shown in Fig. 4.17. The sampling frequency ηs is initially set
to be 100 and the other experiment parameters are shown in Table 4.1. Here the
static deflection is defined as M̂d/kθ = 0.0585/0.15 = 0.39 rad. The experiment and
simulation results are shown in Fig. 4.18. Note, that before the step torque is exerted
on 4S, the system has begun to switch. Because at beginning θ̇1 = 0, the switching law
Eq. (2.38) leads to the attraction between electromagnet-plate 2 and base. This will
result in a slight shaking of the primary plate and therefore an extremely low amplitude
chattering occurs in system. Thus, the initial position and velocity, θ1(0), θ̇1(0) and
θ2(0), θ̇2(0), can only be approximately equal to zero. This will be slightly adjusted
in the simulation model to match the experiment.
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Figure 4.17.: The step torque exerted on 4S test rig.
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Neither like a passive undamped SDOF system nor a passive underdamped one, 4S
performs without overshoot and oscillation, but the angular displacement of the pri-
mary plate θ1 always increases with the deformation of spring 2 denoted by u2. The
deformation of spring 2 is positive, u2 > 0, differing from the desired working prin-
ciple, in which spring 2 should be compressed, u2 < 0. This is because the external
disturbance Md is positive and large enough such that the primary plate always moves
in the positive direction, even if working in the stiffness 2 state. Due to viscous damp-
ing and Coulomb damping existing in 4S, the deformation of spring 1, u1 does not
reach the maximum deformation of 2Md/kθ1 like a passive undamped SDOF system.
Considering the experimental errors, the results can be reasonably accepted.

In order to avoid the risk of 4S failing due a long time operation, the experiment is
not carried out for a long time, but the simulation is executed as depicted in Fig. 4.19.
Fig. 4.19(b) shows detail from Fig. 4.19(a), marked by the orange rectangular frame
at t = 100 s. It is obvious to see that the primary plate always rotates in a positive
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Figure 4.18.: Step response of 4S: M̂d = 0.0585 Nm, ηd = 0 and ηs = 100.

direction denoted by the increasing angular position θ1. It starts to rotate in subsystem
1, J1-kθ1-d1 and then reaches a peak level quickly at half of a damped natural period,
Td/2. Afterwards, due to the deformation of spring 2, u2, being extremely low as shown
in Fig. 4.18, and a large constant positive disturbance torque Md, as denoted by the
motors current im in Fig. 4.17, the angular velocity of the primary plate θ̇1 at this
switching time instant, where the primary plate moves in stiffness 1 state, is so large
that the deformation of spring 1 still increases. This will last until t ≈ 35 s, where
the deformation of spring 1, u1, reaches a maximum, as marked by pink dashed line in
Fig. 4.19(b). Meanwhile, the disturbance torque also results in the increase of u2. The
increasing u2 causes the velocity and kinetic energy of the primary plate to decrease
at the above mentioned switching time instant. Consequently, the released quantity of
stored potential energy in spring 1 will be larger than the harvested quantity of kinetic
energy in the following stiffness 1 state. But in spring 2 the harvested kinetic energy
is larger than the released potential energy. Finally, u1 starts to decrease and u2 still
increases after t ≈ 35 s. This continues until steady stat is reached: the kinetic energy
at each switching time instant, from stiffness state 1 to 2 or vice versa, are equal,
and the energy dissipation due to the system damping can be compensated through
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the work of the constant disturbance torque acting on the primary plate. Thus, the
potential energy in each spring hardly changes and θ1 stays around an equilibrium-like
position. Of course, due to the stiffness of two springs not being equal, kθ1 6= kθ2, as
listed in Table 4.2, the final deformations of two springs are not the same, u1 6= u2.
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Figure 4.19.: Simulation for step response of 4S. (a) Lumped long time simulation; (b)
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4.4.3. Harmonic Response

The proposed vibration control system shows vibration energy harvesting and vibra-
tion reduction performance under a harmonic disturbance in the above mentioned
theory in chapter 2. Here a harmonic disturbance torque according to Eq. (4.30) is
exerted on the primary plate, corresponding to F in Fig. 4.1(a). The experiment and
simulation results are shown in Fig. 4.20, where the vertical axis stands for different
displacements including the position of the primary plate θ1, the deformation of spring
1, u1 and the deformation of spring 2, u2, and the horizontal axis for the time history.
Here the static deflection is defined as M̂d/kθ = 0.05/0.15 = 0.33 rad. It is clear to
see that the deformations of the two springs increase positively and negatively. This
means that potential energy is stored into two springs. The experiment and simulation
match well in the beginning but a slight difference occurs with the increase of time.
This is reasonable, because some switching decision errors due to the delay of the elec-
tromagnetic switch, as denoted by tset, occur in experiment. This would enlarge the
system response difference. What’s more, the primary plate stays around a non-zero
equilibrium-like position, because the system lacks a position feedback control and only
the velocity is considered according to Eq. (2.38).

Different disturbances

In order to test how an external disturbance affects the system response, different
disturbance frequencies, ηd and disturbance amplitudes, M̂d are set, and the resulting
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Figure 4.20.: System response under a harmonic excitation: M̂d = 0.05 Nm, ηd = 3
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experiment and simulation results are shown in Fig. 4.21 - Fig. 4.24.

Fig. 4.21 show the experiment results for the system response under different dis-
turbance frequencies. Here the static deflection is defined as M̂d/kθ = 0.05/0.15 =
0.33 rad. It is obvious to see that 4S is able to harvest kinetic energy and show vi-
bration reduction performance under different disturbance frequencies. However, the
system response under a lower frequency disturbance, ηd < 1, shows a high oscillation
amplitude, because a lower frequency disturbance would dominate the fundamental fre-
quency term of system response. A higher frequency disturbance, ηd > 1, enables more
frequent switching and results in a much smoother system response profile. Meanwhile,
a higher frequency disturbance leads to a lower deformation of two springs, namely,
a lower stored potential energy. This can be explained on the basis of the low-pass
filtering property of second-order system.
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The simulation results are depicted in Fig. 4.22 and match well with the experimen-
tal results. For the angular displacement of the primary plate θ1, there exists little
difference owing to the stiffness variation in experiment.
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Figure 4.22.: Simulation of the system response under different harmonic disturbance
frequencies ηd: M̂d = 0.05 Nm and ηs = 100.

Fig. 4.23 shows the experimental results for the system response under different dis-
turbance amplitudes. Obviously, the vibration energy harvesting increases with the
disturbance torque amplitude M̂d as depicted in Fig. 4.23(a), because the mechanical
power of the disturbance torque to 4S increases, but the primary plate always keeps
a similar equilibrium-like position under different disturbance amplitudes as shown in
Fig. 4.23(b). Note that there exists a large difference between experiment and sim-
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Figure 4.23.: Experimental results for the system response under different harmonic
disturbance amplitudes M̂d: ηs = 100 and ηd = 5.

ulation results, when M̂d = 0.1. Because when the deformations of two springs are
large, the outside of spiral springs unavoidably touches the wall of the housing as
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shown in Fig. 4.8. This changes the stiffness of one spiral spring and further affects
the deformation of the two springs and the angular displacement of the primary plate.
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Figure 4.24.: Simulation results for the system response under different harmonic dis-
turbance amplitudes M̂d: ηs = 100 and ηd = 5.

Different sampling frequencies

As mentioned before, the sampling frequency ωs affects the switching decision error
between two springs as depicted in Fig. 2.7 and further affects the system response.
Thus, different sampling frequencies are applied here. The experiment and simulation
results are shown in Fig. 4.25 and Fig. 4.26. It clearly shows that an extremely low
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sampling frequency, ηs = 10, lowers the energy harvesting level and results in a larger
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amplitude oscillation as well, because low sampling frequency increases the switching
decision error and the disturbance torque Md will dominate system response. With the
increase of the sampling frequency, the stored potential energy increases. When the
sampling frequency is large enough, the switching decision error is much lower, namely,
the angular velocity of the primary plate would always stay close to zero. This results
in a low mechanical power of the disturbance torque Md to the system. The stored
potential energy increases slowly with the sampling frequency. Meanwhile, the system
response shows up a low amplitude oscillation around an equilibrium-like position
under a high sampling frequency as shown in Fig. 4.25(b), because the forced vibration
disappear under a high sampling frequency, for example, ηs = 120. Additionally, the
experiment and simulation match well.
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Figure 4.26.: Simulation results for the system response under different sampling fre-
quencies ηs: M̂d = 0.05 and ηd = 5.





CHAPTER 5

Improved Switching Law for 4S

5.1. Introduction

Harmonic excitation as an external disturbance is tested on 4S in the aforementioned
chapters and 4S shows vibration energy harvesting and vibration reduction perfor-
mance based on the velocity zero-crossing switching law. Apart from a harmonic
disturbance, nonzero initial velocity, in other words, a shock excitation can be also
seen to be an external disturbance. How 4S responds to a nonzero initial velocity
disturbance will be discussed in this chapter.

Based on the variable structure characteristic of 4S and phase plane, a new switching
law is introduced to accelerate the transformation of initial vibration energy into po-
tential energy between two springs and improve the vibration reduction performance.
This switching law is numerically and experimentally verified. What’s more, due to
the introduction of position feedback in this switching law, 4S can reach a better
equilibrium-like position even under a harmonic excitation.

5.2. Nonzero Initial Velocity Problem for 4S

Vibration control as understood here is to reduce the vibration produced by a nonzero
initial velocity as shown in Fig. 5.1(a). In order to state the problem and make the
comparison between the simulation analysis and the following experiment, the initial
conditions in experiment are applied to the simulation analysis in advance. Meanwhile,
several model parameters are also modified to agree with the aforementioned theory
analysis. Here the stiffness of two spiral springs are seen to be the same, namely, kθ1 =
kθ2 = kθ = 0.15 Nm/rad. Similar to a massless connection point in the translational
model, the moment of inertia of the armature-shaft, J2, is neglected. The damping,
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Table 5.1.: Simulation parameters for nonzero initial velocity problem analysis.

Name Value Unit Name Value Unit Name Value Unit

M̂d 0 Nm ηd 0 - θ̇1(0) -1.75 rad/s
J1 0.121 kg ·m2 ηs 100 - θ2(0) 0 rad

kθ 0.15 Nm/rad θ1(0) 0 rad θ̇2(0) 0 rad/s

including viscous damping Mfv and Coulomb damping Mfc are also initially neglected.
The other simulation parameters are listed in Table 5.1 and the results are shown in
Fig. 5.1(b).
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Figure 5.1.: Numerical analysis for the system response under nonzero initial velocity
θ̇1(0) = −1.75 rad/s, here ηs = 100. (a) Simplified rotational model; (b)
Simulation results.

A nonzero initial velocity condition means that the system has a certain amount of
kinetic energy T at the initial time instant. Due to a negative angular velocity of
the primary plate at the initial time instant, according to the velocity zero-crossing
switching law Eq. (4.27), spiral spring 2, kθ2, is active initially and reaches negative
maximum quickly, u2, as denoted by the red line in Fig. 5.1(b). Afterwards, the
deformation of spring 1, u1 increases and the deformation of spring 2, u2 decreases,
until the system goes into a steady state and the initial kinetic energy is transformed
into potential energy equally stored into two spiral springs. Due to sampling frequency
ηs not being large enough, here ηs = 100, unlike that in the previously mentioned
theory analysis, ηs = 1000, a large amplitude oscillation happens in steady state. This
phenomena has been explained in Subsection 4.4.3. The increasing deformations of the
two springs represent that 4S are still able to harvest vibration energy and transform
the initial kinetic energy into potential energy stored in two springs. Although the
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velocity zero-crossing switching law allows 4S to reduce vibration and remain at an
equilibrium-like position, this needs a long settling time, here t ≈ 120 s as marked
by the pink dotted line. How to reduce the settling time will be discussed in this
chapter.

5.3. Variable Structure System Control for 4S

A variable structure system (VSS) consists of a group of continuous subsystems and a
suitable switching law. These subsystems will be in an active mode or not, dependent
on the switching law. A distinguishing feature of VSS control is its ability to result
in a very robust control system. An asymptotically variable structure system can be
composed of two non-asymptotically stable subsystems, see [125, 126]. In fact, 4S
with a velocity zero-crossing switching law is a variable structure system consisting of
two continuous subsystems, m1-k1 and m1-k2 in a translational model or J1-kθ1 and
J1 + J2-kθ2 in a rotational model, together with a switching surface s = ẋ1 = 0 or
s = θ̇1 = 0. The process force Fp or torque Mp works as a control input u and can be
modified to

Fp(Mp) = u =

{
u+ = Fp1(Mp1) = ku2 if s = ẋ1(θ̇1) ≥ 0

u− = Fp2(Mp2) = ku1 if s = ẋ1(θ̇1) < 0
. (5.1)

Note, that u is a control input and u1, u2 are the deformations of the two springs. How
to combine variable structure control and vibration reduction for 4S will be discussed
in the following sections.

5.3.1. State Trajectory Analysis

Variable structure system dynamics is generally analyzed by means of phase plane.
In order to further study the system response of 4S with the velocity zero-crossing
switching law, the phase portrait with respect to the displacement θ1 and the velocity
θ̇1 of the primary plate is shown in Fig. 5.2. Based on the quantitative behavior the
state trajectory is divided into four phases, Initial Condition A; Phase B, in which the
velocity of the primary plate decreases from maximum to a near-zero value; Phase C,
transient chattering state and Phase D, steady chattering state. The state trajectory
initially moves from the initial condition A and moves into phase B according to
the velocity zero-switching law and then reaches the switching surface s = θ̇1 = 0.
Afterwards, the state trajectory will move below and above the switching surface in
the transient chattering state, Phase C and finally goes into steady chattering state,
Phase D.

As mentioned in the last chapter, 4S is split into two subsystems: Subsystem 1, J1-kθ1
and Subsystem 2, (J1 + J2)-kθ2. Here the armature-shaft J2 and system damping are
neglected for a simplified analysis. As a result, the two subsystems are conservative
systems and energy balance holds in them. The energy balance in the two subsystems
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Figure 5.2.: State trajectory representation for nonzero initial velocity excitation.

can be expressed as

J1-kθ1 : θ̇2
1 + ω0θ

2
1 = θ̇2

1(tsw,i) + ω0u
2
1(tsw,i) (5.2)

and
J1-kθ2 : θ̇2

1 + ω0θ
2
1 = θ̇2

1(tsw,i+1) + ω0u
2
2(tsw,i+1) , (5.3)

where ω0 =
√
kθ/J1 and tsw,i, tsw,i+1 are two adjacent switching time instants. The

right sides of Eq. (5.2) and Eq. (5.3), consisting of initial kinetic energy terms θ̇2
1(tsw,i),

θ̇2
1(tsw,i+1) and potential energy terms ω0u

2
1(tsw,i), ω0u

2
1(tsw,i+1) at each switching time

instant tsw,i and tsw,i+1, will govern the phase portrait in the upcoming active subsys-
tem. In order to show the state trajectory in detail, the transient chattering state,
Phase C and the steady chattering state, Phase D are enlarged, marked by Z1 and Z2

in Fig 5.2. First, the transient chattering state trajectory is drawn in Fig. 5.3.

The state trajectory starts from Initial Condition A with a negative velocity θ̇1(0) and
moves in Subsystem 2, Phase B, according to the velocity zero-crossing switching law.
When the primary plate reaches the maximum negative position, namely, the switching
surface s = θ̇1 = 0, it will be accelerated in the reverse direction. As a result, the state
trajectory moves above the switching surface and goes into Subsystem 1 as marked in
Fig. 5.3. Afterwards, the state trajectory stays in the transient chattering state, Phase
C. In this time phase, because the deformation of spring 2, u2 is much larger than that
of spring 1, u1, the transition velocity, θ̇1(tsw,i+1), when the state trajectory moves into
Subsystem 1, is larger than that, when the state trajectory moves into Subsystem 2.
As a result, u2 decreases and u1 increases, namely, potential energy in subsystem 2
decreases and potential energy in subsystem 1 increases. Thus, the radii of subsystem
2 trajectories (red lines) decrease and the radii of subsystem 1 trajectories (blue lines)
increase as shown by the state trajectory numbers 1, 2, 3. This phenomena will last
for the time instant, where u1 and u2 are equal, u1 = u1s, u2 = u2s, u1s = u2s, namely,
the initial energy is equally divided and stored in the two springs and then 4S goes into
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Figure 5.3.: State trajectory representation for transient chattering state.

steady chattering state, Phase D. u1s and u2s mean the deformations of two springs
in steady chattering state, u1s = u2s. In steady chattering state, 4S will switch its
stiffness state every sampling period Ts as shown in the zoomed-in picture in Fig. 5.4.
In Subsection 2.4.1 a translational model was introduced with a velocity zero-crossing

0

Subsystem 1

Subsystem 2

...... u1=u1max=u1s

θ1

θ1

D

s=θ1=0

Figure 5.4.: State trajectory representation for steady chattering state.

switching law, see Eq. (2.36)-Eq. (2.37). An equivalent rotational model was presented
in Subsection 4.2.2.

J1θ̈1 + kθθ1 = Md +Mp(S) (5.4)

with

θ2(S) =

{
θ2(tsw,i) if S(t) = [1, 0]

θ1 − [θ1(tsw,i)− θ2(tsw,i)] if S(t) = [0, 1]
(5.5)
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and process torque Mp(S)

Mp(S) =

{
kθu2 if S = [1, 0]
kθu1 if S = [0, 1]

, u1 = θ1 − θ2 , u2 = θ2 . (5.6)

Here, it is assumed that only initial disturbances act on the system, no external forces,
namely, Md = 0. The velocity zero-crossing switching law to switch between the two
process torques Mp1 and Mp2 is

Mp(t) =

{
Mp1 = kθu2 if s = θ̇1 ≥ 0

Mp2 = kθu1 if s = θ̇1 < 0
. (5.7)

Considering the sliding mode control stated in Appendix C.1, the switching condition
s = θ̇1 corresponds to a switching surface s. Next, it is shown that this is indeed a
sliding surface. To do so, it must be shown that s ṡ < 0 holds for all states (θ1, θ̇1, θ2).
It must be distinguished between two cases, either states above the switching surface
s > 0 and those below it, s < 0. In case of s = θ̇1 > 0 the necessary condition,
ṡ = θ̈1 < 0 must hold. The equation of motion reads

J1θ̈1 + kθθ1 = kθθ2 , and θ2 = θ2(tsw,i) (5.8)

This results in
θ̈1 = −ω2

0 (θ1 − θ2) = −ω2
0 u1 . (5.9)

Because spring 1 is considered to be extended, u1 > 0 holds. This gives

θ̈1 = −ω2
0 u1 < 0 , (5.10)

and fulfills the sliding mode condition. An equivalent formulation shows that θ̈1 =
−ω2

0 u2 > 0 for spring 2 in case of s < 0. Overall, sṡ < 0 is valid. Therefore, a sliding
mode motion occurs in 4S with the velocity zero-crossing switching law.

It is not difficult to see that the transient chattering phase is the initial energy redis-
tribution phase, since the switching system without damping can be ideally taken as
a conservative system. With the aim of more intuitively describing the energy trans-
formation process between two springs, their deformations are depicted in Fig. 5.5.
After the first half motion cycle, Phase B, the angular velocity of the primary plate,
θ̇1 decreases from the maximum to the minimum and the deformation of spring 2
reaches a maximum, denoted by u2max. Afterwards, u2 will decrease, as denoted by
(u2max−u2n), and u1 will increase step by step, as denoted by u1n, namely in Phase C,
until two deformations are equal and reach u1s and u2s, respectively, in Phase D. How
to avoid a long time transient chattering phase, as marked by a red dotted frame, is
of importance to reduce the settling time of the system response.

5.3.2. New Switching Surface

In order to reduce the settling time of the system response, a better switching surface
should be able to speed up the initial kinetic energy transformation. So a new switching
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Figure 5.5.: Representation for the potential energy transformation between two
springs.

surface is put forward
s = θ̇1 + ω0θ1 = 0 . (5.11)

As shown in Fig. 5.6, state trajectory (black line) starts from Initial Condition A and

Subsystem 1

s= +ω0

Subsystem 2

0

u1max=u1s

0

θ1 θ1

θ1

θ1

     Initial 
Condition A

B

D

=0

u1=

Figure 5.6.: Representation for new switching surface.

then moves into Subsystem 2 trajectory (red line). When the state trajectory reaches
the switching surface s = θ̇1 + ω0θ1 = 0 (green line) for the first time, the potential
energy U and the kinetic energy T are the same as expressed by

θ̇1 + ω0θ1 = 0 ⇒ T =
1

2
J1θ̇

2
1 =

1

2
kθθ

2
1 =

1

2
kθu

2
1 = U , (5.12)

where u1 = θ1 − θ2. Due to θ2(0) = 0, the deformation of spring 1, u1 is equal to the
angular displacement of the primary plate, θ1 at this switching time instant. Accord-
ingly, the above conclusion Eq. (5.12) holds. If at this time instant 4S switches into
Subsystem 1 trajectory (blue line), the remaining kinetic energy will be transformed
into potential energy and stored in Subsystem 1. This means that the new switching
law allows 4S to finish an equal transformation of the initial kinetic energy between
two springs after the first crossing of the switching surface s in Eq. (5.11), namely,
u1 = u1max = u1s, u2 = u2s. Consequently, the system can go directly into steady
chattering state unlike the old switching law and the transient chattering state, Phase
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C as shown in Fig. 5.3, is avoided.

Whether or not a sliding mode motion occurs for the new switching surface s = θ̇1 +
ω0θ1 = 0 will be further analyzed. Base on the necessary condition for the sliding
mode control, sṡ < 0, the following inequalities must be satisfied

If s > 0 ∧ ṡ < 0 ⇒ θ̈1 + ω0θ̇1 < 0 (5.13)

and
If s < 0 ∧ ṡ > 0 ⇒ θ̈1 + ω0θ̇1 > 0 . (5.14)

With the combination of Eq. (5.7)-Eq. (5.10), it is not difficult to find that Inequali-
ties (5.13) and (5.14) do not always hold for the new switching surface s = θ̇1 +ω0θ1 =
0. For example, just after the state trajectory crosses the switching surface for the first
time and moves into Subsystem 1 as shown in Fig. 5.6, it tends to move away from
but not towards the switching surface, although it still eventually reaches the surface.
Thus, the new switching law does not always enable sliding mode motion in 4S. Finally,
the new switching law can be given by

S(t) =

{
[1, 0] if s ≥ 0
[0, 1] if s < 0

, (5.15)

where s = θ̇1 + ω0θ1. Similar to a lumped control system for a translational case as
depicted in Fig. 2.9, the block diagram for 4S with the new switching surface s for a
rotational case is shown in Fig. 5.7. where sz is discretized like ẋ1z in the translational
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Figure 5.7.: Schematic for 4S with new switching law.

model and can be given by

sz(s, Ts) =
∞∑
n=0

s(nTs)[σ(t− nTs)− σ(t− (n+ 1)Ts)] , n ∈ N , (5.16)

or by
s(t, Ts) = s(nTs) , n ∈ N , nTs ≤ t < (n+ 1)Ts , (5.17)
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so the switching law in Eq. (5.15) will be slightly modified to

S(t) =

{
[1, 0] if sz ≥ 0
[0, 1] if sz < 0

. (5.18)

Differing from the velocity zero-crossing switching law, the two state variables θ1 and θ̇1

should be measured as feedback signals. They are further processed through Variable
Structure Controller to produce stiffness switching signals to govern the connection or
disconnection of two spiral springs to or away from the primary plate in Mechanical
Unit. In order to validate the efficiency of the new switching law, numerical analysis
is executed again and the simulation parameters are listed in Table 5.1. Fig. 5.8 shows
that the new switching law largely reduces the settling time of the system response
compared to the old law as depicted in Fig. 5.1, from t = 120 s to t = 6 s, as marked
by a pink dotted line. Fig. 5.9 shows the system state trajectory for the new switching
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Figure 5.8.: Simulation for 4S with new switching law under nonzero initial velocity
θ̇1(0) = −1.75 rad/s, here ηs = 100.

law. Differing from the old switching law, the new switching law allows 4S to avoid
the transient chattering state, Phase C and to go directly into steady chattering state,
Phase D as shown in Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.9.: Phase plane for 4S with new switching law under nonzero initial velocity
θ̇1(0) = −1.75 rad/s, here ηs = 100.

5.4. Experimental Verification

5.4.1. Nonzero Initial Velocity Condition

In order to further verify the new switching law, an experiment under nonzero initial
velocity conditions is carried out.

As mentioned in the theory analysis, the initial angular velocity of the primary plate
θ̇1(0) is equal to −1.75 rad/s and the initial deformation of spring 2, u2(0), u2(0) =
θ2(0) = 0. In practice, it is difficult to realize a zero initial position, here θ1(0) = 0 and
θ2(0) = −0.08 rad. Because before a nonzero initial velocity disturbance is exerted
on 4S, the system has begun to switch. At the beginning θ̇1 = 0, the switching law
Eq. (5.18) leads to an attraction between electromagnet-plate 2 and the base as shown
in Fig. 4.1(b). This will result in a slight shaking of the primary plate and therefore an
extremely low amplitude chattering occurs in the system. Compared to a high initial
kinetic energy, T = 1/2J1θ̇

2
1(0) = 0.1853 J, the initial potential energy U , as expressed

by

U =
1

2
kθu

2
1(0) , u1(0) = θ1(0)− θ2(0) , (5.19)

is equal to 4.8 × 10−4 J according to Table 5.1 and can be neglected and therefore
Eq. (5.12) still holds. As shown in the system parameter identification experiment in
Subsection 4.4.1, there exists system damping Mf including viscous damping, D1 =
0.023 and D1 = 0.02, and Coulomb damping Mfc1 = 0.0087 Nm and Mfc2 = 0.0092 Nm
in setup, but these factors are not considered in the above theory analysis. Therefore,
the simulation results under an ideal nonzero initial velocity condition are shown here
in order to comparably explain the damping effect on the system response. The results
are shown in Fig. 5.10, where solid lines stand for the experimental results and square-
solid lines for the simulation. Fig. 5.10(a) shows the simulation under an ideal nonzero
initial velocity condition, which is a partly zoomed-in picture of Fig. 5.8, from t = 0 to
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Figure 5.10.: System response under nonzero initial velocity for new switching law.
(a) Simulation under ideal nonzero initial velocity condition θ̇1(0) =
−1.75 rad/s: Mf = 0, θ1(0) = 0 and θ2(0) = 0; (b) Experimental and
simulation results for system response under nonideal initial velocity con-
dition θ̇1(0) = −1.75 rad/s: Mf 6= 0, θ1(0) = 0 and θ2(0) = −0.08 rad.
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t = 14 s. Fig. 5.10(b) depicts the simulation and experiment results under a nonideal
nonzero initial velocity condition. The initial velocity disturbance, θ̇1 6= 0, is achieved
here by suddenly pushing the primary plate. Through a preliminary calculation of the
slope of an approximately linear (u2-t) curve in the beginning and further adjustment
in simulation model, the initial velocity can be obtained, θ̇1(0) = −1.75 rad/s. These
initial conditions will be eventually adjusted in the simulation model to match the
experiment. This has been also explained in the last chapter.

It is clear to see that 4S with the new switching law can finish the initial kinetic energy
transformation equally between two springs in only one switching time phase and then
moves into steady state. Compared to the no damping condition in Fig. 5.10(a), the
stored potential energy in the two springs decreases slightly in experiment due to a
low viscous damping and Coulomb damping. Meanwhile, the system is able to remain
around a better equilibrium-like position without fine oscillations. A nonzero initial
position, here θ2(0) = −0.08 rad produces a small difference between the angular
displacement of the primary plate θ1 and the deformation of spring 2, u2 at beginning.
Compared to the system response under the old switching law, the settling time is
largely reduced as shown in Fig. 5.1(b). However, this new switching law has the
disadvantage of requiring two state variables feedback information. Additionally, the
experiment agrees with the simulation well as shown in Fig. 5.10(b). In order to show
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Figure 5.11.: Long time system response under nonideal nonzero initial velocity con-
dition for new switching law at θ̇1(0) = −1.75 rad/s: Mf 6= 0, θ1(0) = 0
and θ2(0) = −0.08 rad.

the long time system response for the new switching law and avoid the risk of the setup
failure under a long time operation, the simulation is instead executed here and the
results are shown in Fig. 5.11. Due to the system damping including viscous damping
and Coulomb damping, the potential energy stored in two springs, denoted by u1

and u2, always decreases to zero, but the primary plate always stays around a zero
equilibrium-like position, namely, θ1 ≈ 0.
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5.4.2. Harmonic Excitation

The new switching law outperforms the old switching law under a nonzero initial
velocity condition as shown in Fig. 5.10. Whether or not this new switching law
works well under a harmonic excitation will be tested here, the results are shown in
Fig. 5.12, where subfigure(a) is the zoomed-in picture for subfigure(b), marked by an
orange frame. Note, that due to a local magnification, the experimental results are
not denoted by lines any more but discrete points as shown in subfigure(a). Here the
static deflection is defined as M̂d/kθ = 0.05/0.15 = 0.39 rad. Compared to the system
response using the velocity zero-crossing switching law as shown in Fig. 4.20, the system
with a new switching law benefits from the position feedback control and keeps at a
better zero equilibrium-like position, denoted by black lines θ1 in subfigure (b). This
reduces the effect of the time delay produced by the used electromagnetic switch on
the positioning performance. In the beginning, the simulation and experiment results
match well as depicted in subfigure(a). Due to the system stiffness and damping
variation in experiment, the difference between the simulation and experiment increases
slightly with time as shown in subfigure(b). This can be reasonably accepted.
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Figure 5.12.: System response for new switching law under a harmonic excitation:
M̂d = 0.05 Nm, ηd = 3 and ηs = 100.

5.4.3. PID Feedback Controlled Switching Law

In fact, the velocity zero-crossing switching law in Section 2.4 for 4S works as the
derivative control (D control) for the displacement of mass x1 with x1ref = 0 as shown
in Fig. 5.13(a), and new switching law works as the combination of the proportional
control (P control) and the derivative control (D control) in Fig. 5.13(b). So a com-
plete PID feedback controlled switching law is further introduced here as depicted in
Fig. 5.13(c). Note that x1 and x1ref in a translation case correspond to θ1 and θ1ref in a
rotation case. As a new switching decision, PID feedback control of the error between
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the reference position and the state variable, x1ref − x1, is introduced

f(x1) = Kp(x1ref − x1) +Ki

t∫
0

(x1ref − x1(τ))dτ +Kd
d(x1ref − x1)

dt
. (5.20)

Similar to the discretized state variable ẋ1 in Eq. (4.28) and the new switching surface
s in Eq. (5.16), f(x1) is also processed discretely and rewritten as

f(x1)z =
∞∑
n=0

f(x1(nTs))[σ(t− nTs)− σ(t− (n+ 1)Ts)] , n ∈ N , (5.21)

or as
f(x1(t, Ts))z = f(x1(nTs)) , n ∈ N , nTs ≤ t < (n+ 1)Ts . (5.22)

As a result, the switching law for the PID controlled system is given by

S(t) =

{
[0, 1] if f(x1)z < 0
[1, 0] if f(x1)z ≥ 0

. (5.23)

Considering both the vibration energy harvesting level and positioning demand, a set
of the proportional (P), integral (I) and derivative (D) parts of PID control must be
chosen carefully in practice. Unlike the PID control used in a linear system, an increase
in PID coefficients of the same proportion will not influence the system response,
because a zero-crossing decision is applied on the switching system. This will be
detailed investigated in future.
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CHAPTER 6

Shock Isolation with 4S

6.1. Introduction

Shock isolation has been always of interest in technical applications where the negative
effects of a sudden shock excitation on the protected plants, devices or persons need
to be avoided. As analyzed in Section 2.2 in a passive or a variable stiffness system
there still exists an unavoidable potential energy releasing time phase. Consequently,
a protected payload is accelerated and the settling time of system will be extended. As
for shock isolation, this will extend the residual vibration duration after shock. This
chapter will explore the application of 4S on shock isolation and compare its behavior
to two other shock isolation systems. New insights into the shock isolation behavior of
a PID controlled 4S are concluded.

6.2. Harmonic disturbance isolation using 4S

In order to investigate the vibration isolation performance of 4S, the velocity zero-
crossing switching law, according to Eq. (2.38), would be initially tested on 4S under
a harmonic base disturbance in this section.

6.2.1. Modeling

For vibration isolation, a base excitation is exerted on 4S as shown in Fig. 6.1. Similar
to the force excitation case as mentioned in Section 2.3, 4S has two stiffness working
states according to the switching law in Eq. (2.36). A compact formulation for the
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Figure 6.1.: Schematic of 4S under base excitation x0.

system dynamics can be expressed by

m1ẍ1 + kx1 = Fp(x1, x2, ẋ1, Ts) + k x0 , (6.1)

and the displacement of the connection point between two serial elements

x2 =

{
x2(tsw,i)− x0(tsw,i) + x0 if ẋ1z(ẋ1, Ts) ≥ 0
x2(tsw,i)− x1(tsw,i) + x1 if ẋ1z(ẋ1, Ts) < 0

, (6.2)

and the process force Fp acting on the mass according to Fig. 2.8(a),

Fp(x1, x2, ẋ1, Ts) =

{
k u2(tsw,i) if ẋ1z(ẋ1, Ts) ≥ 0
k u1(tsw,i) if ẋ1z(ẋ1, Ts) < 0

, (6.3)

with spring deformations u1 and u2 defined by

u1 := x1 − x2 , u2 := x2 − x0 . (6.4)

A harmonic base excitation is applied as follows

x0(t) = x̂0 sin Ωt , (6.5)

where Ω is the excitation frequency and x̂0 is the excitation amplitude. The related
dimensionless parameters ηd and ηs are defined in the force excitation case according
to Eq. (2.22) and Eq. (2.51).

6.2.2. Numerical Analysis

In order to test vibration isolation performance of 4S, numerical analysis is initially
executed in this section. Table 6.1 lists the simulation parameters and Fig. 6.2 shows
the results. As shown in Fig. 6.2(a), 4S together with the velocity zero-crossing switch-
ing law can realize vibration isolation. At beginning, t ∈ [0, T0/2] s, T0/2 ≈ 3.15 s, m1

moves in a positive direction and S(0)= [1, 0], where only spring 1 is active, spring 2
is blocked. This can be seen by the deep blue line, ẋ1 > 0, and the orange line, x1 > 0,
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Table 6.1.
Simulation parameters for harmonic excitation.

Name Value Unit Name Value Unit Name Value Unit
x̂0 1 m ηd 10 - x1(0) 0 m
m1 1 kg ηs 1000 - ẋ1(0) 0 m/s
k 1 N/m x2(0) 0 m
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Figure 6.2.: Harmonic disturbance isolation response. (a) Velocity of mass and base
excitation; (b) Displacement of mass and deformations of two springs.

respectively. Differing from a desired elongation of spring 1, it is compressed, u1 < 0,
because the base velocity is higher than that of the mass. Spring 1 oscillates with the
subsystems natural period T0 into an elongation state u1 > 0, but spring 2 remains
undeformed, u2 = 0.

After the first time of the velocity zero-crossing detection, t = T0/2 ≈ 3.15 s, the two
springs switches into 4S alternatively, where spring 1 is elongated and spring 2 com-
pressed. Before the occurance of the stiffness switching, spring 1 has been elongated.
Consequently, spring 2 owns a larger oscillating deformation amplitude than spring 1
in the following switching process. This leads to a nonzero pseudo equilibrium position
of the mass, depicted by the orange line. Note that it is not a strict equilibrium but
a chattering with a low amplitude around an equilibrium position. Additionally, the
spring deformations increase and potential energy will be stored in two springs for a
long time, which was partly formulated in [124].

6.3. Shock isolation for 4S

Section 6.2 shows the vibration isolation capabilities of 4S together with the velocity
zero-crossing switching law at a harmonic base disturbance. How to apply effectively
4S for shock isolation will be discussed in the following sections.
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6.3.1. Shock isolation systems

A shock disturbance via the base can be given by [127]

x0(t) =


x̂0

2

(
1− cos

2π t

τ

)
, 0 ≤ t ≤ τ

0 , t > τ
, Ω = 2π/τ , (6.6)

where the shock input has a duration of τ , an amplitude of x̂0 and the circular frequency
Ω. Its time behavior is shown in Figure 6.3. Combined with Eq. (2.22), the relationship
between τ and T0 can be given by

τ

T0

=
ω0

Ω
=

1

ηd

. (6.7)

A Shock Isolation System (SIS) needs a fast response to protect the payload and guar-
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x0

t

x0

τ

^

Figure 6.3.: Schematic for shock excitation

antee an accurate repositioning simultaneously. The velocity zero-crossing switching
law in Section 6.2, can be interpreted as a derivative feedback control with x1ref = 0
as mentioned in Section 5.4.3. Such a feedback control law lacks a repositioning of the
payload m1, as shown in Fig. 6.2(b). This is the reason why a PID feedback control
is introduced here. Since 4S is able to harvest vibration energy and then behaves as
an actuator, small quantitities of potential energy pre-storage, u1(0) 6= 0, u2(0) 6= 0, is
provided in 4S before shock to react against shock. Its behavior can be classified as a
semi-active, energy harvesting shock isolation system and adjusted to the shock exci-
tation Eq. (6.6). With the combination of Eq. (6.4) and Eq. (6.6), the dimensionless
potential energy pre-storage parameter γ is introduced here

γ := u2(0)/x̂0 = −u1(0)/x̂0 = x2(0)/x̂0 , (6.8)

which denotes the relationship between the potential energy pre-storage and the peak
value of the shock x̂0.

In order to evaluate the shock isolation performance of 4S, another two shock isolation
systems are taken into consideration. In fact, these systems have been already men-
tioned as shown in Fig. 2.1(a) and Fig. 2.2 in Section 2.2.1. Here a shock disturbance
will be exerted on the base of these systems like that in Fig. 6.2. The first one is a
passive system with stiffness k and damping d, Passive Damped System (PDS). The
second one is another semi-active vibration control system: Parallel Stiffness Switch
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System (PSSS) with two stiffness ∆k and k−∆k in parallel with each other, one damp-
ing ∆d and one switch s. For PDS, the dimensionless damping ratio D = d/(2

√
km1),

is introduced again. For PSSS, two switching laws are applied in [19]. One is open
loop control, where the low stiffness k−∆k is used during shock and the high stiffness
k−∆k+∆k = k after shock. The open loop control stands for a vibration energy non-
dissipation system, where the stored potential energy would be distributed between
two springs after shock. The other is closed loop control as expressed by Eq. (2.4).
For system variable κ, κ = ∆k

k
, the stiffness relationship in PSSS can be decided. The

closed-loop controlled PSSS is a vibration energy dissipation system. When switch s
is open, the spring ∆k will be connected to the damper ∆d and the stored potential
energy in the spring will be converted into heat by means of the damper as depicted
in Fig. 2.2. As for the closed loop controlled PSSS-SIS, the stiffness switching law ac-
cording to Eq. (2.4) allows a low frequency stiffness switching with a switching period
of one fourth of each subsystems natural period compared to 4S-SIS. As for 4S-SIS,
both vibration energy harvesting level and repositioning demand need a reasonable
set for the proportional, integral and derivative coefficients in practice, Kp, Ki, Kd.
According to the energy harvesting switching law Eq. (2.36), the derivative part Kd

could be decided firstly and is set 1 here. After a small quantity of potential energy
has been stored, 4S works as an actuator. How to track the demand position will
further decide the proportional part Kp and the integral part Ki depending on the
practice experience. All of constant system parameters are listed in Table 6.2. The
used simulation parameters for PSSS are cited from [19]. Repositioning of mass m1

Table 6.2.
Simulation parameters for shock isolation with different systems.

Name Value Unit Name Value Unit Name Value Unit
x̂0 1 m Kp 1 - x1ref 0 m
τ 1 s Ki 0.05 - x1(0) 0 m
m1 1 kg Kd 1 - ẋ1(0) 0 m/s
κ 0.5 - ηs 1000 -

∆d 1 Ns/m

after shock requires the reference position x1ref = 0, which enables the payload m1 keep
at a zero initial position. The systems have the following design parameters, PDS-SIS:
(ηd, D); PSSS-SIS: (ηd); 4S-SIS: (ηd, γ). These parameters will be varied for system
behavior analysis. Note that the variation of ηd at a constant shock duration τ results
in the variation of the circular natural frequency ω0 and the corresponding stiffness k
in all systems. The damping ratio D takes the values of 0 and 1, describing a passive
undamped and damped system, respectively.

6.3.2. Shock isolation using 4S without potential energy
pre-storage

In this section the shock isolation, residual vibration suppression and repositioning
performances of 4S-SIS without potential energy pre-storage are investigated and com-
pared to PDS-SIS and PSSS-SIS. The design parameters of the three systems, ηd, γ and
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D are listed in Table 6.3. Without potential energy pre-storage in 4S-SIS, i.e. γ = 0,

Table 6.3.
Design parameters for
different SISs.

Name Value Unit
ηd 4, 1, 0.5 -
γ 0 -
D 0, 1 -

the initial spring deformation is zero, u1 = u2 = 0, according to Eq. (6.8). Thus, the
initial conditions are x1(0) = x2(0) = 0. For PDS-SIS and PSSS-SIS, the initial condi-
tions are the same, x1(0) = 0. In these cases, 4S-SIS has a high dimensionless sampling
frequency ηs � ηd, e.g. ηs = 1000 as listed in Table 6.2. The simulation results are
shown in Fig. 6.4. The subfigure pairs 6.4[(a), (b)], 6.4[(c), (d)] and 6.4[(e), (f)] describe
the payload displacement x1 of the three SISs and the spring deformations u1, u2 of
4S-SIS at supercritical excitation ηd = 4, resonant excitation ηd = 1 and subcritical
excitation ηd = 0.5, respectively. All of horizontal axes stand for the time t and the
left-hand side vertical axes denote the payload displacement x1, which is scaled to the
peak value of shock x̂0. The right-hand side vertical axes represent the spring deforma-
tions of 4S-SIS. If x1/x̂0 < 1, shock isolation happens; or else, x1/x̂0 > 1 means shock
amplification, which should be avoided in a SIS. The payload displacement response
plots 6.4(a), (c), (e) are divided in two time phases, the shock phase (SP) t ∈ [0, 1] s
and the residual vibration phase (RVP) t ∈ [1, 5] s.

As shown in Fig. 6.4(a), shock isolation happens in the three SISs only under a su-
percritical shock excitation. At a resonant and subcritical excitation in Fig. 6.4(c),
(d), there exist shock amplification phenomena. In all cases, Fig. 6.4(a), (c) and (e),
PDS-SIS with a critical damping, D = 1, shows the best performance. 4S-SIS owns a
comparable behavior to the closed-loop controlled PSSS-SIS in SP in all cases. How-
ever, 4S-SIS shows a faster vibration reduction in the residual vibration phase than
the closed-loop controlled PSSS-SIS. The open-loop controlled PSSS-SIS has a better
shock isolation performance at a supercritical excitation due to a lower stiffness, but
lacks a residual vibration reduction and repositioning ability since it only switches to
a higher stiffness after shock. Consequently, no vibration energy dissipation occurs in
the open-loop controlled PSSS-SIS and the stored potential energy is only divided in
two springs after shock. This is obviously shown in Fig. 6.4(e). From Fig. 6.4(b), (d)
and (f), it is found that at beginning the spring k2, is locked, u2 = 0 until the payload
m1 reaches a velocity reversal for the first time. In the time phase the spring, k1, is
firstly compressed before reaching its elongation state, because the velocity of base is
larger than that of the payload. At the final stage of the residual vibration phase both
springs have almost the same amount of deformations, but one is compressed and the
other elongated according to the aforementioned switching law.

It is concluded that 4S-SIS outperforms PSSS-SIS in the residual vibration reduction
but does not show an obvious advantage for shock isolation against the other SISs.
To improve the full performance of 4S-SIS a potential energy pre-storage is introduced
into 4S-SIS to react against shock just from the beginning when shock input comes.
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Figure 6.4.: Shock response of different shock isolation systems and deformations of
two springs of 4S. SP: Shock Phase; RVP: Residual Vibration Phase; CLC:
Closed Loop Control; OLC: Open Loop Control. (a), (c) and (e) stand
for the displacement response of different shock isolation systems and (b),
(d) and (f) for the deformations of two springs((a),(b): ηd = 4; (c),(d):
ηd = 1; (e),(f): ηd = 0.5).
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6.3.3. Shock isolation using 4S with potential energy pre-storage

As shown in Fig. 6.2, 4S is able to dominate the system response like an actuator if
enough potential energy is stored in two spring. To enable 4S-SIS work as an actuator
and react against shock excitation strongly, a specified amount of potential energy
pre-storage, γ 6= 0. As an example, γ = −0.5 is set here. All other simulation
parameters are the same as that in Section 6.3.2. Therefore, the initial conditions
x1(0) = 0, x2(0) = −0.5, ẋ1(0) = 0 are given for 4S-SIS and x1(0) = 0, ẋ1(0) = 0
for PDS-SIS and PSSS-SIS. Fig. 6.5 shows the simulation results. From Fig. 6.5(a),
(c) and (e), it is obviously found that 4S-SIS outperforms the other SISs in terms of
shock isolation, no matter if it suffers from a supercritical, a resonant or a subcritical
shock excitation. After shock, the critical PDS-SIS, D = 1, shows a better residual
vibration reduction under the resonant and the subcritical excitation, but 4S-SIS also
goes back to the initial zero position progressively, the repositioning performance is
improved largely compared to that in Section 6.3.2. As shown in Fig. 6.5(b), (d) and
(f), a potential energy pre-storage enables 4S-SIS react against shock more initiatively
and makes the final stored potential energy level in different stiffness systems almost
equivalent, not like 4S-SIS without potential energy pre-storage in Fig. 6.4(b), (d) and
(f).

In order to evaluate whether 4S-SIS with potential energy pre-storage can isolate shock
in the low frequency region, namely, ω0 > Ω or T0 < τ or ηd < 1, shock response spectra
analysis [128] for 4S-SIS, PDS-SIS and PSSS-SIS is also done. The results are shown in
Fig. 6.6. For the spectra analysis, the maximum displacement response during shock
is required,

x1S,max = max {|x1(t)|} , 0 ≤ t ≤ max{τ , T0} = τ ·max{1 , ηd} , (6.9)

where t is the time. Then shock isolation criterion:
x1S,max

x̂0
, is defined by the ratio

of x1S,max to the maximum input peak value x̂0 in Eq. (6.6). From Fig. 6.6, a critical
PDS-SIS shows a low maximum displacement response near resonance, namely, ηd = 1,
but it does not still enable shock isolation at a low frequency region obviously. The
potential energy pre-storage in 4S-SIS realizes shock isolation in the whole frequency
region. As aforementioned before, this comes at the price of a high dimensionless
sampling frequency ηs, here ηs = 1000.
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Figure 6.5.: Shock response of different shock isolation systems for different ηd and
deformations of two springs of 4S. SP: Shock Phase; RVP: Residual Vi-
bration Phase; CLC: Closed Loop Control; OLC: Open Loop Control. (a),
(c) and (e) stand for the displacement response of different shock isolation
systems and (b), (d) and (f) for the deformations of the two springs of 4S
((a),(b): ηd = 4; (c),(d): ηd = 1; (e),(f): ηd = 0.5).
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6.4. Shock isolation performance analysis of 4S

In the last section, a shock isolation example is analyzed and shows that 4S performs
well. However, this superiority relies on the systems parameters, dimensionless distur-
bance frequency ηd, dimensionless sampling frequency ηs and dimensionless potential
energy pre-storage γ. This section will address their effects on the performance of
4S.

6.4.1. Time domain analysis

The dimensionless sampling frequency ηs = T0/Ts, according to Eq. (2.51), plays a role
on the stiffness switching decision as mentioned in Section 2.4. Similarly, this also
happens in a PID feedback controlled 4S.

In order to concisely formulate the shock isolation performance of 4S under different di-
mensionless sampling frequencies ηs, the displacement response at a supercritical shock
excitation as an example is done in Fig. 6.7, where ηd = 2π, γ = −0.5 and the other
simulation parameters are listed in Table. 6.2. In SP there exists a minimum sampling
frequency for the shock isolation criterion

x1S,max

x̂0
at ηs = 50, whereas in the residual

vibration phase an increasing sampling frequency improves vibration suppression, be-
cause a larger sampling frequency enables a lower stiffness switching decision error as
depicted in Fig. 2.7, of course, here vertical axis stands for f(x1, Ts,i)z according to
Eq. (5.21). Because each subsystem, m1-k1 or m1-k2, is a conservative system, the
oscillation after shock is composed of a forced vibration term due to chattering and a
free undamped vibration term.

From Fig. 6.8, it is found that
x1S,max

x̂0
decreases with the increase of the dimensionless

potential energy pre-storage γ, since more potential energy enables 4S react against
shock more initiatively.
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6.4.2. Multi-dimension parameters performance analysis of 4S

Apart from the observation of the shock isolation performance analysis during shock,
in order to characterize the residual vibration suppression performance, the maximum
displacement response x1R,max after shock is defined as

x1R,max =
1

2
(max {x1(t)} −min {x1(t)}) , (n− 1)T0 + τ ≤ t ≤ nT0 + τ , n ∈ N ,

(6.10)
where t is the simulation time, 0 ≤ t ≤ nT0 + τ , n is a fixed number. As an example,
the parameters in Eq. (6.10) are marked in Fig. 6.7 for n = 3. Similar to the shock
isolation criterion

x1S,max

x̂0
, the residual vibration suppression criterion

x1R,max

x̂0
, is defined

here. Following are the effects of the system parameters ηd, ηs, γ on the criteria
x1S,max

x̂0

and
x1R,max

x̂0
examined and shown in Fig. 6.9 - Fig. 6.11, where all of subfigures (a) show

the shock isolation performance during shock and (b) show the residual vibration
supression performance after shock. Depending on the simulation experience, n = 10
is chosen for the analysis to ensure a steady state system response for the residual
vibration phase.
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Figure 6.9.: Shock response of 4S for different natural periods T0 with respect to ηd.

Fig. 6.9 shows the performance of 4S for different dimensionless natural periods τ/T0 =
1/ηd. Without potential energy pre-storage, γ = 0, 4S owns the same shock isolation
frequency region, although different dimensionless sampling frequencies, ηs, are ap-
plied, denoted by red and orange lines. On the contrary, only if a small quantity of
potential energy pre-storage is used, 4S has a large isolation frequency region regard-
less of different dimensionless sampling frequencies, shown by blue and orange lines.
A larger dimensionless sampling frequency enables a lower stiffness switching decision
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error. Consequently, a much smoother shock response spectra and a lower residual
vibration response can be obtained as shown in Fig. 6.9(b).
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Figure 6.10.: Shock response of 4S for different dimensionless sampling frequencies ηs.

Fig. 6.10 shows the performance of 4S under different dimensionless sampling frequen-
cies ηs. From Fig. 6.10(a), if potential energy pre-storage is provided, γ 6= 0, denoted
by black and orange lines, a higher sampling frequency can lead to a smoother shock re-
sponse spectra. If not, orange and blue lines, there exists almost no effects of sampling
frequency on the performance. Of course, a variation from a subcritical excitation
ηd = 0.2 (orange) to a supercritical excitation ηd = 5 (blue), meaning the stiffness
decrease of 4S, realizes a lower shock response. Fig. 6.10(b) shows whether 4S owns
potential energy pre-storage or not,

x1R,max

x̂0
would be clearly influenced by the dimen-

sionless sampling frequency of 4S. A higher dimensionless sampling frequency enables
a lower residual vibration response. In fact, only if ηs ≥ 20 marked by pink dotted line
in Fig. 6.10, 4S outperforms its counterparts by shock isolation performance as shown
in Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.5.

Figure 6.11 depicts the effect of potential energy pre-storage on the performance.
Before discussing the plots, it is revisited that a decreasing dimensionless sampling
frequency, ηs, would results in an increasing stiffness switching decision error accord-
ing to Eq. (5.23) and Fig. 2.7. Finally this will affect the system response strongly.
Fig. 6.11(a) shows that at a sufficient high dimensionless sampling frequency, here
ηs = 100, an increase in potential energy pre-storage improves isolation behavior until
potential energy over pre-storage makes a shock amplification happen under both sub-
critical and supercritical excitation, ηd = 0.2 and ηd = 5 . For a lower dimensionless
sampling frequency, here ηs = 10, an increase in |γ| deteriorates the isolation perfor-
mance,

x1S,max

x̂0
. Fig. 6.11(b) obviously shows that with a sufficient high dimensionless
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sampling frequency, the residual vibration suppression performance can be guaranteed,
even at a high potential energy pre-storage. In a word, the dimensionless sampling fre-
quency shall be over a threshold value and a reasonable amount of potential energy
pre-storage should be considered before 4S is taken into practice.

At present, vibration isolation or shock isolation under a base excitation has not yet
been experimentally considered. This will be further investigated in future.



CHAPTER 7

Summary and Future Work

An investigation of a novel semi-active vibration control strategy with Serial-Stiffness-
Switch-System (4S) based on vibration energy harvesting has been presented in this
thesis. This chapter gives overall conclusions of the investigation and puts forward
recommendations of future work.

7.1. Summary

Vibration control is a classical theme and has been widely studied. Passive, active,
semi-active and hybrid vibration control systems have appeared in the past decades.
In these systems, system stiffness plays an important role on the system response such
as settling time and working frequency ranges of the system. So, variable stiffness
vibration control systems are of high interest. Variable stiffness devices and variable
stiffness switching laws are reviewed. In most of the above mentioned variable stiffness
systems, during a vibration reduction process there still exist unavoidable time instants,
where elastic elements release potential energy, and drive a payload again. This is an
intrinsic property of the elastic element and results in an oscillation in the system to
some extent. In order to further reduce this adverse effect of the elastic element on
vibration control, a novel semi-active vibration control with a Serial-Stiffness-Switch-
System (4S) has been proposed in this thesis.

Firstly, 4S in open loop control under a harmonic disturbance is analyzed. The switch-
ing system oscillates based on the superposition of free, forced disturbance and chat-
tering response and no vibration reduction occurs. An equivalent stiffness and natural
frequency are mathematically derived and numerically validated through spectrum
analysis. In order to achieve vibration reduction, a velocity zero-crossing switching
law is introduced. It has been numerically proven that this switching law allows 4S
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to harvest vibration energy and temporarily store in two springs, one of which is com-
pressed and the other elongated. As a result, 4S can work as an actuator to react
against an external disturbance and outperforms its passive counterparts. However,
this happens at the cost of a high sampling frequency.

Following is dynamics analysis for 4S in closed loop control. The steady state response
is analytically solved based on the decomposition of process force. Accordingly, vibra-
tion energy harvesting limitation is theoretically given and numerically validated.

This vibration control strategy has been also experimentally validated with a rotational
test rig. This test rig has an easy achievement for a required low natural frequency and
a low settling time actuator. Two ring-arranged electromagnet-plates and a armature-
shaft structure works as two mechanical switches. Validation of the velocity zero-
crossing switching law using the test rig gives good results. 4S is able to harvest
vibration energy and achieve vibration reduction under a harmonic disturbance.

In order to improve system response, a new switching law is further proposed by means
of phase plane. This switching law is also experimentally validated under a nonzero
initial velocity and a harmonic disturbance. The results show that new switching law
enables a lower settling time and a better positioning performance of 4S.

Apart from a force disturbance acting on a payload, a harmonic base and a shock
disturbance are also considered. Compared to its counterparts, a passive or a semi-
active switching system, 4S with a potential energy pre-storage shows a perfect shock
isolation performance by the maximal displacement response reduction during shock,
residual vibration suppression after shock, and an obvious increase of shock isolation
regions.

7.2. Future Work

This thesis has given an insight into the use of a novel semi-active vibration control
based on vibration energy harvesting. However, there are some aspects found during
the investigation that might be worthy of further study as mentioned below.

• For the sake of simplicity, a switching delay occurring between two springs, is not
considered in model. The switching delay causes two springs to be simultaneously
open and then some potential energy would be released. This will affect system
response. For an experimental model, a friction-based switching is also neglected.
These two aspects should be further studied.

• A position PID feedback controlled switching law is put forward, but not deeply
studied. How PID coefficients affect vibration energy harvesting and vibration
reduction performance should be further investigated.

• Shock isolation has been numerically investigated but not experimentally vali-
dated. An experimental test rig suffering a shock input should be developed.

.
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APPENDIX A

Vibration Energy Limit Analysis

A.1. Solution for Integration Coefficients

The high frequency term x11Fp,chat,p(t) will be split into two time spans as expressed
in

x11Fp,chat,p(t) = K1cos[ω0(t− tsw,2j)] +K2sin[ω0(t− tsw,2j)] + u2s , (A.1)

x12Fp,chat,p(t) = K3cos[ω0(t− tsw,2j+1)] +K4sin[ω0(t− tsw,2j+1)] + u1s , (A.2)

where u1s = −u2s and the transition conditions for the switching between two springs
are given by

x11Fp,chat,p(tsw,2j) = x12Fp,chat,p(tsw,2j+2) , x11Fp,chat,p(tsw,2j+1) = x12Fp,chat,p(tsw,2j+1) ,
(A.3)

and

ẋ11Fp,chat,p(tsw,2j) = ẋ12Fp,chat,p(tsw,2j+2) , ẋ11Fp,chat,p(tsw,2j+1) = ẋ12Fp,chat,p(tsw,2j+1) .
(A.4)

As a result, four equations are obtained as

K1cos(ω0Ts) +K2sin(ω0Ts) + u2s = K3 + u1s , (A.5)

K1 + u2s = K3cos(ω0Ts) +K4sin(ω0Ts) + u1s , (A.6)

−K1sin(ω0Ts) +K2cos(ω0Ts) = K4 , (A.7)

−K3sin(ω0Ts) +K4cos(ω0Ts) = K2 , (A.8)
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Solving the above equation groups gives the integration coefficients K1, K2, K3, K4.



APPENDIX B

Setup Construction

B.1. Diameter and Thickness of Armature

Two designs for the armature are shown as shown in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.4. Magnetic
flux Φ through the cross section and the inside of armature for two designs can be
given by

Φ = B · ab = B · 2(a+ b) · d1min , (B.1)

and
Φ = B · ab = B · (a+ 2b) · d2min . (B.2)

So, the minimal thickness of armature d1min and d2min can be determined by

d1min ≈
ab

2(a+ b)
, d2min ≈

ab

a+ 2b
, (B.3)

where a and b are the two sides of the working area of U-magnet. The volume of
armature is given by

Va = Aad , (B.4)

where Aa is the area of armature, Aa = π(R2− r2) and d is the thickness. The area of
armature for Fig. 4.4 is given by

Aa1 = π(X2 + 2Xr) + π(a2 + 2a(X + r)) , (B.5)

and for Fig. 4.5,
Aa2 = π(X2 + 2Xr) , (B.6)

where X = 2b+ c. So the volume of the armature Va1 for Fig. 4.4 is given by

Va1 = Aa1d1min , (B.7)
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and the volume of the armature Va2 for Fig. 4.5 is

Va2 = Aa2d2min . (B.8)

The ratio of Va1 to Va2 is written by

Va1

Va2

=
X2 + 2Xr + 2a(X + r) + a2

X2 + 2Xr
· a+ 2b

2(a+ b)
. (B.9)

The geometry parameters of U-magnet cores are informed from the production com-
pany Wasserner and the outside parameter of a spiral spring, Va1/Va2 = 1.275 > 1, so
the second design is more reasonable.
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B.2. Switching Current Measurement of Mechanical
Switch

Fig. B.1 shows the voltage and current applied to the used two electromagnets. Due to
a chattering voltage signal produced by a switching power electronics, a mean voltage
is required to improve a readability as denoted by magenta and cyan lines, Uem1 and
Uem2. At beginning, iem1 (red line) increases from 0 to the maximum, a high positive
voltage signal is needed. After iem1 reaches the maximum, a medium mean voltage
is applied. When electromagnet 2 is powered off, the switching power electronics
outputs a low level signal (-1), and a correspondingly negative voltage will be applied
to the electromagnet. Consequently, the current iem2 (blue line) quickly decreases to
0. Meanwhile, the switching power electronics also outputs a zero level signal and
the applied voltage remains zero as well. A reverse switching state of the mechanical
switch is shown in Fig. B.1(b).
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Figure B.1.: Switching current measurement of the used two electromagnets. (a) On
state of electromagnet 1 and off state of electromagnet 2; (b) On state of
electromagnet 2 and off state of electromagnet 1.



APPENDIX C

Sliding Mode Control

C.1. Theory Basis

Sliding mode control, a particular class of variable structure system control firstly
introduced by Emelyanov in 1970 [129], has now become a mature technique for the
design of robust controllers widely applied in the engineering areas including nonlinear,
uncertain and time-delayed systems [130].

In fact, sliding mode control is a high frequency switching feedback control. This
switching control law is able to move the system state trajectory onto a demand surface
in the state space. Afterwards, the state trajectory will be always maintained on this
surface. If the state trajectory is above or below the surface, the switching feedback
control will force it to fall or rise and finally, the system state trajectory can only
slides along this surface for all subsequent time instants. The surface is called sliding
mode surface, defining the rule for proper switching and restricting the system state
trajectory. The resulting motion of the state trajectory, passing through sliding surface
from above to below or vice versa, is named sliding mode motion [131]. This can be
interpreted as follows. Provided that a general control system is given by

ẋ = f(x, u, t) , x ∈ Rn , u ∈ R , t ∈ R+ , (C.1)

where for the sack of simplicity a single input control u is taken into consideration and
it is the function of state variables x , namely, u(x ). There exists a prespecified sliding
surface s, s = s(x ) = s(x1, x2, ..., xm) = 0, m ≤ n and sliding mode controller is given
by

u(x ) =

{
u+(x ) if s(x ) ≥ 0
u−(x ) if s(x ) < 0

. (C.2)
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Based on the control strategy in Eq. (C.2) the system state trajectory can not only
reach the desired surface s = 0 but also always stay on it. This leads to the following
necessary condition,

lim
s→0+

ṡ ≤ 0 , ∧ lim
s→0−

ṡ ≥ 0 , (C.3)

or a compact formulation
lim
s→0

sṡ ≤ 0 . (C.4)

In order to understand the principle well, it is also graphically illustrated in Fig. C.1.
The sliding mode surface s = 0 divides the state space into two parts, s > 0 and
s < 0. The curve between the point (x0, t0) and (x1, t1) shows that the state trajectory
reaches the state space point (x1, t1) on the prespecified sliding surface s = 0 from the

s = 0

(x , t )0 0

(x , t )1 1

s > 0

s < 0

Figure C.1.: State trajectory representation for sliding mode control

initial state (x0, t0) under a proper switching law according to Eq. (C.2). In sliding
mode motion area denoted by saw-tooth-alike lines, if s > 0, the state trajectory is
above the sliding surface, the feedback control u+ results in a negative changing rate
ṡ as expressed in Eq. (C.3), namely, forces the state trajectory to drop until below the
sliding surface. If s < 0, the state trajectory will be driven by the control u− above
the sliding surface.

So a sliding mode control design consists of two steps. The first step is to decide a
sliding mode surface s, so that the system state trajectory limited to the surface has
the wished dynamics. The second step is to choose a switched control u, which will
move the system state to the sliding surface and maintain it on the surface for the
subsequent time instants.
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